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Introduction
In 1999 gender mainstreaming was introduced by the Amsterdam contract as part of the European
Equality Policy and was ratified and accepted by all EU member states. Meanwhile gender mainstreaming has become a common term in all European countries, also in Austria; however, it is still
quite unclear to what extent and in which areas it has already been successfully employed as a tool
to reach equal opportunities of men and women. The question what gender mainstreaming means
for women’s organisations has hardly been discussed. Is gender mainstreaming a useable instrument
for women and women’s organisations? What has actually changed in women’s situation due to
gender mainstreaming? Is gender mainstreaming just a slogan or really a possibility to establish
equality of opportunity of women and men? Is gender mainstreaming a principle which can bring
about changes in decision-making processes or is it rather a strategy to maintain a patriachal system?
What does it bring to members of women’s NGOs and the target group which they take care of? To
what extent is gender mainstreaming known by the politically responsible persons and to what extent
has it already been implemented? Have municipal authorities already employed gender mainstreaming as an instrument of equality of opportunity of men and women or are they standing only at
the beginning of this process? In the project “Sister Cities Going Gender” we looked into these and
other questions concerning gender mainstreaming. This is a first stock-taking, an attempt at finding
out and describing how collaborators of women’s organisations look at the inauguration of gender
mainstreaming and how municipal authorities and the particular women’s departments have implemented or want to implement gender mainstreaming.
The starting point of the project was the question to what extent gender mainstreaming includes
women’s NGOs and women into the socio-political decision-making processes.
This report was worked out within the framework of the EU-project “Sister Cities Going Gender”, in
which six cities respectively municipalities participated with various sub-projects. The participating
towns were the city of Frankfurt, which initiated the project and is also project leader, Rotterdam,
Venice, Turin, Rome and Vienna. „Sister Cities Going Gender“ is moreover a partner of a transnational city network, which is called CEMR1 (Council of European Municipalities and Regions). This
network is coordinated by the City of Paris and also wants to realise equal opportunities for women
and men.
The City of Vienna, respectively the Department of Women’s Affairs 2, did not participate in Sister
Cities going Gender itself but has commissioned the Information Centre against Violence, part of the
Network of the Autonomous Austrian Shelters.
The Information Centre has voluntarily taken up the interesting task to look at gender mainstreaming
from the point of view of a women’s organisation. This report is not an evaluation of Vienna’s gender
mainstreaming policy, but represents an analysis of this topic from a feminist and gender specific
point of view. We have focussed on different women’s organisations and on all participating towns. It
should be a comparison from both sides.

1 16 countries are involved in CEMR. Paris respectively CEMR joined the project Sister Cities Going Gender a bit later, this is why
Paris was not included in the survey. For more information on CEMR see: http://www.sister-cities-going-gender.org
www.sister-cities-going-gender.org
2 Municipal Authority 57, Women’s Department of the City of Vienna
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In order to bring about results and the answer of the central question “Does gender mainstreaming
improve women’s chances to participate in decision-making processes”, we opted for a questionnaire
survey. For this purpose we designed two standardised questionnaires3 , one especially for women’s
NGOs, the other for the municipal authorities. With the latter we tried to find out how gender mainstreaming was implemented in the municipal authorities and which difficulties thereby have occurred.
We wanted to analyse with which methods gender mainstreaming was implemented, whether there
was already an over-all strategy, which resources have been allocated, but also if there was any
opposition to the implementation of gender mainstreaming. Furthermore we asked who actually was
responsible for the implementation, how the policy of women’s furtherance has developed and if there
were any consequences in case of non-implementation of gender mainstreaming. We also asked the
municipalities’ employees to evaluate the meaning of gender mainstreaming for women’s NGOs. Furthermore we asked whether there had already been or would probably be a change in the allocation
of women’s projects and of affirmative action programmes for women.
By means of a questionnaire designed especially for women’s NGOs we wanted to get hold of the
estimations and evaluations from the part of the women’s organisations and to work out what had
changed within the recent years and since the inauguration of gender mainstreaming policy on the
EU-, federal and communal level. The interviews have been conducted partly orally, but mostly in
written form.
Our interview partners were representatives of women’s organisations, mostly those who have dealt
with topics concerning gender mainstreaming. Some interviewees wanted to stay anonymous, this is
why we coded all women’s NGOs with letters from A to K. The questionnaires concerning the
municipal authorities were answered by official women’s representatives or by members of the project
teams.
INTERVIEW PARTNERS OF THE MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES

Frankfurt:
Rotterdam:
Rome:
Turin:
Venice:
Vienna:

Gabriele Wenner
Tamara van de Wijdeven
Francesca Romana Marta
Susanna Rorato
Anna Ferramosca, Michela Perale
Ursula Bauer

3 see appendix
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INTERVIEW PARTNERS OF THE WOMENS’ NGOS

VIENNA:
abzwien:
AÖF:
EfEU:
Netzwerk der Mädchen- und Frauenberatungsstellen
(Network of Advisory Centres for Girls and Women):
ITALY:
Forcoop:
Frauenhaus Bozen (Women’s Refuge Bolzano):
FRANKFURT:
FiM – Frauenrecht ist Menschenrecht
(Women’s Right is Human Right):
Frauenbetriebe – Qualifikation für die berufliche Selbständigkeit e.V.
(Women’s Companies – Qualification for a Professional Autonomy):
Verein zur beruflichen Förderung von Frauen e.V.
(Association for the Professional Advancement of Women):
Zentrum für Weiterbildung
(Centre for Further Education):
ROTTERDAM:
Scala:

Manuela Vollmann
Maria Rösslhumer
Renate Tanzberger
Hannah Steiner
Patrizia Loiola
Federica Caiscenti
and Angelika Larcher

Elvira Niesner
Christiane Stapp-Osterod
Brigitte Hofmann
Barbara Wagner
Teana Boston-Mammah

We would like to thank all who have invested their precious time in order to support our project. In
the first place we thank the interview partners of the women’s organisations: abzwien, EfEU, Network
of Advisory Centres for Women and Girls, Forcoop, Women’s Refuge Bolzano, FiM – Women’s Right
is Human Right, Women’s Companies – Qualification for a Professional Autonomy, Organisation for
the Professional Advancement of Women, Centre for Further Education, as well as the interviewees
from the municipal authorities of Frankfurt, Rotterdam, Rome, Turin, Venice, and Vienna.
A special debt of gratitude we owe to the employees of the Women’s Department of the City of
Vienna, who have supported us both financially and ideally in carrying out this project, in the first
place by giving us important information on gender mainstreaming in Vienna. We would also like to
thank Ursula Rosenbichler who has helped us designing the questionnaire in the beginning of the
project.
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The Project: Sister Cities Going Gender
This project is – as already mentioned – a project of city networks, consisting of six European cities,
which deal in the framework of different (initial) projects explicitly with topics around gender mainstreaming, especially with its implementation. The aim of their particular projects is on the one hand
to put emphasis on gender mainstreaming, on the other hand to begin to implement gender mainstreaming as an over-all strategy in the municipal authorities. The duration of the projects was 15
months, from December 1st 2003 to February 28th 2005.
Responsible of the project is the Women’s Department of the City of Frankfurt which had also
developed the overall concept and had submitted it to the Commission of the EU. With this project
the first step in implementing gender mainstreaming in the municipal authorities of Frankfurt shall be
done, always regarding the precarious financial situation. The result of the project shall be a
handbook describing the various activities and the process of implementation, which shall support
other cities to implement gender mainstreaming.
Rotterdam also stands at the beginning of the gender mainstreaming process and tries to start with a
gender budgeting project for young persons. The title of the project is: “Changing Youth Policy through
Gender Budgeting”. It is to find out, which amount of money is spent for girls and boys, how gender
mainstreaming can be established in the structures of the City of Rotterdam, and if gender mainstreaming can be an adequate measure for a just and fair financing along the lines of gender. The
target group of the measures consists of employees of Rotterdam’s Youth Welfare Department. For
this purpose a conference on gender mainstreaming and gender budgeting has been organised for
theses persons. The final result will be a report on the project and recommendations of implementation.
Turin is represented by the Committee of Equal Treatment. The project entitled “Beyond the Glass
Ceiling” is a scientific analysis of unequal treatment of men and women with regard to political power
and decision-making processes. The University of Turin was commissioned to accompany the project
scientifically. At the end of the project a manual for women in political decision-making processes
shall be presented.
In Venice the Women’s Department participated in Sister Cities Going Gender. The title of the proper
project is “Women’s Presence in Public Sphere”. It is an affirmative action programme for women,
various trainings and seminaries shall arouse interest for politics on the part of women and support
them on their way into politics. With these women specific measures of encouragement the female
share in politics and administration – especially on the top level – shall be increased.
By participating in the project the municipality of Rome wants to intensify and deepen the know-how
with respect to the implementation of gender mainstreaming. Aim of the project “Gender Monitoring
in Internal Policies” is an analysis of gender budgeting, observing the award of furtherance on the
part of the municipal authorities with regard to gender equality. Furthermore a model of training shall
be developed in order to support the careers of women, especially in local administration.
As already mentioned, the City of Vienna did not participate directly in the project, but commissioned
the Information Centre against Violence in the Association of Autonomous Austrian Women’s
10

Refuges. The aim of the Information Centre was the drawing up of a report on the status quo of
gender mainstreaming from the point of view of the women’s NGOs and the municipal authorities.
The title respectively the question of the expertise is: “Does gender mainstreaming improve women’s
chances to participate in decision-making processes”. In the course of this project eleven organisations, mostly women’s NGOs from Vienna, Frankfurt, Venice, Rotterdam and Bolzano were consulted, as well as all six municipalities.
The analysed women’s institutions were organisations working in the following areas: labour market
policy, adult education, education and further education, school, advisory services for women; as
well as institutions focussing on the prevention of violence against women.
The report on hand deals with the definition and the emergence of gender mainstreaming. The part
following up gives information on the status quo and on the implementation of gender mainstreaming
on the EU-level as well as in Austria (Vienna), in Italy (Rome, Turin, Venice) and in the Netherlands
(Rotterdam). The interpretation and analysis, as well as the results of the questionnaire survey constitute the major part of the report.
In the appendix we offer a gender map of experts in Vienna and give information on the questionnaires which we have used for the interviews.
Maria Rösslhumer
Petra Ziegler
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1
W H AT I S G E N D E R M A I N S T R E A M I N G ?

Gender mainstreaming stands for the socio-political intention to take women’s policy out of its usual
marginalisation and to transfer it into the so-called mainstream. With the concept of gender mainstreaming more justice and equality of opportunities between men and women shall be obtained.
The aim of gender mainstreaming as political strategy is gender equality.
The European Union, being the uppermost legislative authority, stands for this concept, whose basics
were fixed in the Amsterdam Contract in 1999. Gender mainstreaming aims at an expansion of the
political field of action by including political proponents on all social levels of the member states. All
policies and measures shall be examined as to which affects they have for men and women in order
to find out whether and how gender specific inequalities are produced and reproduced. A controversial point within this approach is how political proponents will take their responsibilities and employ
them creatively for a society being more just in terms of gender relations. This requires a certain
attitude and the willingness to deal with gender democracy and gender issues and to collect broad
referring knowledge on the part of all participants.
The roots of gender mainstreaming are to be found in the International Women’s Movement. During
the first three World Conferences on Women recommendations for the amelioration of the situation
of women were worked out; the national Governments committed to implement these recommendations, but, however, with little success only. The strategy of gender mainstreaming, having been
fixed on the fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995, was thought to bring about a
solution for this unsatisfying situation.
With “mainstreaming” a term was constructed which tries to set something in “motion”. Gender mainstreaming is a tool of planning and implementation, which originally came from the context of development policy first and which was picked up by the International Women’s Movement. In the area of
development policy and development co-operation, the calls for equality of the Western Women’s
Movement melted with women’s studies focussing on developing countries. This gave important
impulses for the integration of gender issues into foreign aid projects.
The aim of this (women specific) political idea is to integrate the category of gender into the mainstream, i.e. from the “tributary” to the “mainstream”, gender issues shall take a central position. Two
hopes are hiding behind gender mainstreaming: Firstly, the possible different affects of political
actions in organisations onto women and men shall be elucidated on a broad social level. Secondly,
persons in political, entrepreneurial or other influent positions shall be referred to their responsibility.
12

They shall care for more justice between men and women.
The category of gender was brought into the feminist theoretical discourses already in the 1970s.
The differentiation between “sex” and “gender” comes from the Anglo-American context. In 1972 Ann
Oakley suggested “to make a difference between sex as a biological fact of the sexual equipping and
gender as a social and cultural assignment or shaping of social gender roles” (Oakley 1972 in: Von
Braunmühl 2002, 17). This way the biological fixing of the discussion of gender difference was questioned and new theoretical perspectives were opened which promised more advantages and usefulness compared to the previous women’s and equality policies.
Seen from the point of view of Christina von Braun and Inge Stephan (2000) the use of the
gender category in the scientific context has the following advantages:
>
>
>
>

Gender refers to both sexes, woman and man.
Gender enables scientists and academics to deal with the construction of their own sexual/gender
identity.
Gender leads to the abolishment of the labour division between women doing women’s studies
and feminist research, and men doing “real” science.
Gender facilitates multidisciplinarity between different fields of research. (Schacherl 2003, 19-21)

Gender mainstreaming has to be taken as a gender commitment and has to be taken into account in
all policies, all faculties, all tasks and projects where the gender perspective and the question of the
relevance of equality have to be considered from the beginning, starting with a gender analysis during
the whole process: from the planning, decision, implementation to evaluation. Not just women, but all
persons responsible are included into the process and explicitly take responsibility for the making of
equality policy. Gender mainstreaming shall have preventive effects and change socio-political
structures in a gender just manner. Gender mainstreaming includes men into the perspectives of
equal opportunities and thereby shall lead to higher acceptance of equality policy.
Through gender mainstreaming equality policy is no longer the “special task” of women’s appointees
without the power of definition and decision, but part of the subject task, i.e. cross sectional taks and
common task. As double strategy, gender mainstreaming and women’s equality policy shall be the
future equality policy. (Weg 2003, 32f.)
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Implementation of Gender Mainstreaming
Which preconditions are required by a successful implementation of gender mainstreaming? The
essential precondition of gender mainstreaming as a strategy of equality policy is the political will to
foster gender equality. Only modified political decisions can realise policy and practice in favour of
gender democracy. If there is no political commitment to further equality and if the aim of gender
equality is not pursued in political acting and in all political decisions, then the efforts to implement
gender mainstreaming on all levels soon come up against limiting factors4 . Gender mainstreaming is
a process oriented and long term approach. It has to be considered that it needs time to come from
words (e.g. resolutions on gender mainstreaming) to actions. Gender mainstreaming will not take
place automatically because of resolutions or directives, but through a process of implementation
which has to be striven for and developed strategically from two levels, namely along the top-downstrategy as well as along the bottom-up-strategy.
The “Top-Down-Strategy” plays the essential role in the implementation of gender mainstreaming. It
means that gender mainstreaming is considered a major task by the managerial level. The top level
determines on the one hand the aims of gender sensitive action fostering equality and on the other
hand provides the necessary resources, the motivation and the regulation. A top-down-strategy does
not mean that gender orientation and equality promotion just has to be “ordered” from the top so that
it will work. An institution will change in favour of more gender equality only if the political top takes
responsibility, serves as model, and does not push gender mainstreaming into the autonomy of the
staffers who are free to implement it any way they want.
For the realisation of gender mainstreaming the Top-Down- and the Bottom-Up-Strategy have to run
side by side: model, obligation and definite gender aims have to come “from the top”. The status of
gender mainstreaming and aims of gender equality have to be clarified for and within the organisation
by the managerial staff.
The implementation requires a specific concept of strategy: As in any other process of organisational
development systematic steps are necessary and the preconditions have to be created and maintained. Among these are the distribution of competence as well as
>
>
>

the clarification of responsibility (e.g. a team of gender appointees),
the regulation (control group, regulation tools),
the agreement of steps of implementation, e.g. of pilot studies.

All staff members of an organisation are responsible of the implementation of gender mainstreaming
in their respective field of work, thereby they are placed under the obligation of the managerial level
and accompanied by gender mainstreaming experts. It is important to pervade the whole organisation by the commitment to implement gender mainstreaming and the special know-how necessary
for each specific context.

4 For more information on implementing gender mainstreaming see: Praxishandbuch Gender Mainstreaming by Nadja Bergmann
and Irene Pimminger.
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The acquisition of gender knowledge and gender competence is also a very important precondition
for the success of gender mainstreaming. Gender specific data and analyses are necessary as basis
of information, because gender mainstreaming starts with gender analysis. A further important tool is
gender sensitive budget analysis. Further education is indispensable on all levels: introductory and
other items giving an impulse, sensitisation for gender and equality issues, gender competence
(contents, methods).
To realise gender mainstreaming in the organisation’s external subject tasks can only be possible
when internal gender democracy is the aim and the model of the organisational culture and development of human resources.
Gender mainstreaming shall be a common task of women and men taking care of the participation of
both sexes in the implementation. (Weg 2003, 35-38)
In all decisions and development processes gender mainstreaming has to be considered and “twined”
from the beginning, as Barbara Stiegler tries to illustrate by the following image of a plait:
When one compares decision-making processes in (political) organisations with the plaiting of hair,
the plaits are mostly twined with the hanks property, feasibility and costs. The question in which way
women could be affected was – if at all – asked only at the end. Finally, the plait was supplied with a
small ribbon. Referring to this image gender mainstreaming means that the question of gender relationships is one of the plait’s essential hanks, which is twined and therefore coining for the decisions
from the beginning.

(Stiegler 2002, 6f.)
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Gender Mainstreaming and Women’s Promotion
Gender mainstreaming may not replace women’s promotion and referring programmes, this is what in
the first place female politicians in women’s policy demand. Both strategies are necessary: women’s promotion as well as gender mainstreaming. Gender mainstreaming aims at a redistribution and restructuring in the sense of gender equality, whereas women’s promotion programmes have to be maintained
and widened, already existing as well as new women’s projects, initiatives and women’s NGOs have to
be facilitated and promoted.
What are the differences between women’s promotion and gender mainstreaming? Measures of women’s
promotion concentrate on targeted actions and measures, which consciously favour women because of
actually existing discriminations and historically grown power inequalities between men and women.
Women’s promotion programmes aim at the abolition of direct and indirect discrimination and/or at a
compensation of one-sided disadvantages, which affect women and work through existing attitudes,
behaviours and structures.
Gender mainstreaming or gender sensitive policy start from the assumption that a juridical equation does
not lead to actual equality, as e.g. income, family tasks and social appreciation are distributed extremely
unequally between men and women. This statement is also taken into account by changed linguistic
usage: Thus, the formerly used term “equal treatment”5 was given place to the term “equality”
Gender mainstreaming arose out of the experiences that measures of women’s promotion policy, which
can bring about a lot of effects, however, could hardly contribute sufficiently to a long term structural
change. As long as a seemingly “gender neutral” general policy is being done, the structural inequalities
between women and men are ignored and therefore reinforced. This is why concepts such as women’s
promotion plans or quotas are urgently needed in spite of gender mainstreaming. But because they alone
will not lead to a substantial improvement of the gender relationship – as the history of women has shown
-, gender mainstreaming shall at the same time additionally work for the change of the structural basic
conditions in terms of gender equality.6
The gender mainstreaming concept tries to look at women’s promotion in a broader and more global
way: The question of just distribution of resources and responsibilities is put into the centre of the debate,
whereas the need to change in the basic conditions and structures as well as the male gender role shall
be taken into account in all considerations.
Women’s promotion refers to women, aims at the compensation of existing disadvantages of women
and offers promoting measures to women. Gender mainstreaming views at the relationship of women
and men, it is directed against the effects of measures which bring about disadvantages, and tries to
integrate a perspective oriented towards equality in all processes.
5 Equal Treatment of Men and Women
Guarantee of the absence of any direct or indirect discrimination. The anchoring of equal treatment used to aim
primarily at the anchoring of juridical claims of equal treatment of women and men, especially at the reduction of
discrimination in professional life. It has to be noted that equal treatment of those being unequal need not necessarily
bring about equality, which is why the term gave place to the target definition of equality.
6 Equality of Women and Men
Target definition of the situation in which all members of society can autonomously develop their personal abilities,
without being hindered by gender specific role models, and in which the different behaviours, aims and needs of women
are equally taken into account as those of men. During the recent years the target definition of equality has taken the
place of the term equal treatment.
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For women’s promotion specific persons and institutions are responsible (women’s and equality agents
etc.). With regards to gender mainstreaming all proponents of an organisation are commissioned to
pursue the gender perspective and to promote gender justice. The task of institutionalised women’s policy
(for example of the equality agents) is to observe, pursue, and evaluate gender mainstreaming processes
and developments as well as to bring in recommendations and critiques, and to demonstrate discriminations against and disadvantages of women. In each organisation there has to be a clear relationship
of women’s promotion approaches and gender mainstreaming, in order to avoid uncertainties and conflicts on the part of the proponents.
Women’s promotion means the implementation of women specific measures with the aim of gender
equality. Women’s promotion is a well-known, politically effective measure which is directed towards
persons and groups; women’s promotion is thought to be less complex than gender mainstreaming and
therefore seems to be implemented more easily. Gender mainstreaming is a process oriented strategy
which aims at long-term effects; it is a demanding, theoretically reflected concept and a comprehensive
process to consider men and women alike.
The aim of women’s promotion is redistribution, the aim of gender mainstreaming on the other hand is
new distribution and reorganisation: Therefore it is reasonable to point out the usefulness for all persons
involved as well as to define the aims of equality. Women’s promotion views at disadvantaged persons,
to a lesser degree at the system, basic conditions and structures. Gender mainstreaming focuses on the
system – no longer single persons are seen as the crucial point for the increase of possible action. The
basic conditions are seen as the point for structural changes, so that women themselves can strive for
and reach equality. Women’s promotion furthermore brings immediately visible measures for women,
whereby they are immediately empowered to act. (Rosenbichler 2003, 10)
It is uncertain which of both tools will lead to gender democracy and equal opportunities more successfully, more efficiently and faster. Summarizing finally it has to be stressed that in our society both,
gender mainstreaming and women’s promotion, have to be central issues for men as well as women, as
long as the structural basic conditions and power relationships are based on gender inequality and lead
to the disadvantaging of women.

Critique of Gender Mainstreaming from a Feminist Point of View
Within the last decades the feminist Women’s Movement has reached and fostered a lot of equality
objectives across Europe and the world, for the benefit not just of women but also of men. But the
efforts for more gender justice from the part of women’s NGOs and feminists were and still are likely
to be negated and rejected by society in general. Now, the gender mainstreaming strategy shall
advance and accelerate this process.
Even if exponents of gender mainstreaming expect much of this approach, feminists and feminist
academics front this new concept in a carefully critical way. Ursula Kubes-Hofmann7 objects in the
7 Ursula Kubes-Hofmann is philosopher and director of the Feminist Basic Studies for Gender and Women’s Research in Austria.
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first place that exponents of gender mainstreaming barely criticise “politically induced structural
violence between men and women” and to miss the basics:
“As to the application of gender mainstreaming it is conspicuous that particularly women with
academic background seem to be predestined to rush from one survey to the next, to produce one
paper after the other. From this microcosm of blindly collecting mere data of facts rarely ever arouses
the view onto the macro level and onto politics in general. What does arouse in turn is a dogma of
efficiency with exact, never changing questions and with demands of solution and redemption. All
this is partly caused by financial too short resources.”
(Kubes-Hofmann 2004, 30)
Also the German philosopher Heike Weinbach 8 comments critically on the term gender mainstreaming:
“The term gender, which is differentiated and rather controversial within the feminist discussion, is
reduced on an arbitrary predefinition and on a particular form of policy. The documents do not refer
to the development of the term, nor to the different discussions being held about it, nor to its differentiating content. Feminist theoreticians who have developed this term are no more mentioned than
the term “feminism” in what form ever. The term gender is occupied in a unifying manner. This can
only work when political history and the history of women’s policy is not to be found there anymore.
Only through such an exercise of power of definition the combination with the term ‘mainstreaming’
gets its logic. To be in the mainstream always was considered as something to be avoided within the
history of women’s policy, because mainstream was understood to be directed against the articulation of differing interests and minorities. Now all shall go with the tide and the branches and small
rivulets and so on shall discharge into it and get carried away with it.”
Furthermore the author supposes that, in the light of the problems in development policies, the actual
success of gender mainstreaming is to be doubted. On the EU-level the particular governments
endeavour to report on successes and ‘best practice-projects’9 regularly. But according to the strategies on the national level it has to be noticed “that there are no comprehensive plans and long-term
objective targets, nor referring coordinating measures. When observed closer gender mainstreaming
disintegrates once again into single measures being directed by particular interests. These are
oriented mainly towards criteria of economic efficiency and social pacification”.
As it is about measures of information, education and shaping of opinions, successes only occur
within status groups;
“thus, the increase of the women’s rate within politics and on the managerial level is for the benefit of
those women being already privileged, whereas the improvements of the situation of marginalised
women are always within the range of their status level and give help to self-help.”
(Weinbach, 2001)
8 Heike Weinbach is doctor of philosophy, gestalt-pedagogue and women’s agent on the Alice-Salomon College of Higher
Education in Berlin
9 To enumerate just some of them: Austria: trainings, seminaries for women working part time.
England, the Netherlands, and Norway: The development of a handbook on the basis of trainings and seminaries, personnel
policy oriented towards equal opportunities in the public sector (management).
Germany: New professional opportunities, women’s qualification for the security branch (focus on migrants).
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2
GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION

As we already mentioned, the concept of gender mainstreaming initially focussed on the areas of
education and development. Already in the late 1960s the term gender mainstreaming occurred occasionally in literature on development work, mostly in connection with the stressing of the role of
women in the implementation of structural foreign aid measures, especially in order to provide women
in those regions with the possibilities of economic survival.
Gender mainstreaming therefore is not a fully new strategy. The key to its success, however, lies in
the fact that it has been presented by the EU as new and revolutionary. The European Court of Justice
used the “novelty” of gender mainstreaming as a marketing strategy and thereby found an effective
hanger.
In February 1996 “mainstreaming” as a principle was suggested in a communication of the European
Commission entitled “Integration of Equal Opportunities in any Political Concept and Measure of the
Community” as an innovative conduct for all community administrations, but also as a rule to which
all national proponents are obliged. What was missing, however, were concrete efforts to build up a
referring bureaucratic and administrative structure within the Commission, in order to introduce the
gender perspective in all EU-policies. Gender mainstreaming shall be on the one hand an innovative
conduct for all community administrations and on the other hand an obligatory rule of behaviour for
all proponents of the national states. Gender mainstreaming as implementation of equal opportunities was officially introduced in the EU member states through the ratification of the Amsterdam
Contract in 1999. (Liepold 2001, 1-3)

Background of the Introduction of Gender Mainstreaming
What has persuaded the European Union to introduce gender mainstreaming? Several incidents
within the EU gave the first decisive impetus: The admission of three new member states in 1995
(Finland, Austria, and Sweden) was decisive especially because in Sweden there was a relatively
strong appreciation of equality policy and one disposed of sound experiences with women’s policy
there. Furthermore those Commissioners being nominated by the new member states – Erkki
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Liikanen from Finland and Anita Grading from Sweden – demonstrated a deep interest in equality
issues which till then had been in the hand of the Commissioner of Social Relations Padraig Flynn
from Ireland.
Another change was initiated already beforehand through the entry of the Maastricht Contract in
November 1993. Although the Contract did not expand the EU-competences for equality policy, it
nevertheless facilitated an essential strengthening of the power of the European Parliament, which
acted since long as one of the most important advocates of a firm EU-policy in women’s issues.
(Liepold 2001, 6f.)

Definition of Gender Mainstreaming 10
Gender mainstreaming follows a process of change. The Council of Europe defines gender mainstreaming as “(re-)organisation, improvement, development and evaluation of political processes
with the aim to integrate a gender oriented view in all political concepts on all levels and in all phases
by all persons involved in political decisions.” (Council of Europe Strasburg 1998).
This definition contains a long-term demand of the Women’s Movement: Legal equality and
approaches to actual equality of women were the contents of women’s policy measures dating from
the last decades. In order to abolish inequalities between men and women, these have to be made
out first. Once recognized, questions of gender equality – the abolition of actual inequality – become
cross section tasks concerning all fields of policy.
The legal basis for this is the Amsterdam Contract, which came into force on May, 1st 1999 and fixed
the equality of women and men as basic Community Law and as one of the Community’s objectives.
>
>

Article 2 of the EC-Contract: The promotion of equality of men and women is one of the tasks of
the European Community.
Article 3 of the EC-Contract: In all activities the community works to abolish inequalities and to
promote the equality of men and women.

With article 13 a legal basis for “adequate precaution” was created, in order to fight against discriminations – among others those for reasons of gender or sexual orientation. Article 137 enables the
Council – in the course of a codecision procedure including the European Parliament – to pass
measures by a qualified majority, which guarantee equal opportunities of men and women on the
labour market and equal treatment on the place of work. With article 141 (former article 119) which
introduces the term of equal labour, the previous jurisdiction of the Court of Justice concerning equal
remuneration was consolidated. Article 141, paragraph 3 offers a further legal basis for the elaboration of legislative provisions for equality in work and labour issues.
10 The EU-definition is derived from the expert’s report compiled by the European Council in 1998, a document with the uppermost
relevance and scientific authority to the topic gender mainstreaming on EU-level.
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Action Programmes of the Community Concerning the Strategy
on Gender Equality (2001-2005)
The Fifth Action Programme in support of the Community Framework Strategy on Gender Equality
(2001-2005) is a follow-up measure of the Fourth Action Programme on Equal Opportunities (19962000) and at the same time a supplement of the Action Programme to Combat Discrimination, where
discrimination because of gender is explicitly excluded.
Better understanding of the promotion of gender equality shall be brought about through the examination of relevant policies and procedures as well as through the promotion of exchange of information and model solutions and finally through the collaboration within a network.
Each year a topical focus is laid down by the European Commission, which shall support European
campaigns to this topic. The last years’ topics were as follows:
>
>
>
>

Equal wages 2001/2002
Compatibility of profession and family 2002/2003
Women in decision-making processes 2003/2004
Gender specific stereotypes 2004/2005

Gender Mainstreaming and the European Union’s Structural
Funds
In 1999 the EU wrapped gender mainstreaming into a structural fund (The European Regional Development Fund ERDF, The European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund EAGGF, and the
European Social Fund ESF) and shall be, according to the EU, one of the most effective instruments
in the European Union to foster the aimed target of equal opportunities. Equality in opportunities shall
be implemented in all structural funds. Thus, all structural funds are required to lay down in their
respective programmes how they are going to promote gender equality. Only after that the EU-Commission will sanction the programmes.
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3
GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN AUSTRIA
I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O N T H E F E D E R A L L E V E L

As in other countries gender mainstreaming has become a current term meanwhile also in Austria,
yet it is still far from being a cross sectional measure. In Austria surveys on gender mainstreaming
concern primarily the labour market und connected areas, such as the fiscal system. 11 Most authors
reflect critically on gender mainstreaming and point out that it has to be supplemented by traditional
measures of women’s promotion and that its efficiency depends on the political continuity and the
general consent of the aims of gender mainstreaming.
Unlike in other Western European countries, equality policy developed slowly in Austria. Birgit Sauer
has divided the development of equality and gender mainstreaming policies since 1970 into four
phases. The phase of introduction began at the end of the 1970s, the phase of consolidation in the
1980s, the phase of expansion in the 1990s and the last phase, the one of institutional retrogression
started with the new coalition of the ÖVP and the FPÖ in the year 2000.

The Introductory Phase in the 1970s
The 1970s were marked by social democratic reforms. The Social Democratic Government took
measures primarily in the area of education and improved women’s integration on the labour market.
However, this first phase was coined by the two party system coming along with the “Sozialpartnerschaft” (pact between employers and employees), whereby primarily male networks were constituents of the Austrian system. Until the beginning of the 1970s women’s policy was reduced to issues
concerning wages or family and children.
During this initial phase the autonomous Austrian women’s movement was rather weak – contrary to
the “party-feminism” especially on the part of the SPÖ. In 1972 the “Aktion unabhängiger Frauen –
AUF” (Campaign of Independent Women) was founded in Vienna, which, however, was in close
cooperation with the “SPÖ-Frauen” (Social Democratic Women) then. 1979 was an important year
11 Working Group for Gender Mainstreaming in the Federal Ministry of Finance, 2001. Is the Austrian Fiscal System really “Gender
Neutral”? Results of an Income Tax Comparison between Men and Women, ed.: Federal Ministry of Finance, Vienna.
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for women’s policy in Austria, as the Law of Equal Treatment was passed then. In this context an
equality commission was founded in the Ministry of Social Welfare, too. In the same year two State
Secretaries for women were appointed: one concerning working women (Franziska Fast, SPÖ, within
the Ministry of Social Welfare), the seconnd for general women’s affairs (Johanna Dohnal, SPÖ, in
the Federal Chancellor’s Office). But State Secretaries are admittedly subordinate to the Chancellor’s
Office or the respective Ministries and have no independent budgets.

Consolidating Phase in the 1980s
In 1981 a program of women’s promotion in public administration was passed, which was enlarged
in 1985. Nevertheless the 1980s began with a retrogression concerning women’s policy: The Small
Coalition of SPÖ and FPÖ suspended the State Secretariat in the Ministry of Social Welfare. In the
early 1980s the mayor points of women’s policy were abortion, equal wages for equal work, equal
rights and the combat of discrimination on the labour market.
The Great Coalition, starting in 1986, founded a friendly atmosphere for the Sozialpartnerschaft; the
entry of new parties into Parliament (Grüne, Liberales Forum) on the other hand brought about an
increase of women’s presence and of the political influence of women. In this phase all parties have
established own departments on women’s issues, whereby SPÖ and Grüne represented an approach
oriented towards equality and labour market policies, whereas ÖVP and FPÖ emphasised the aspect
of traditional gender roles in family and society.

Phase of Expansion in the 1990s
In 1990 a separate Ministry for Women’s Affairs was installed, whereby the Minister Johanna Dohnal
disposed of an own budget for the first time. In 1993 the Bundes-Gleichbehandlungsgesetz (Federal
Law of Equal Treatment) was passed, in which a 40 percent rate of women in public service was
foreseen. All areas of public administration had to implement women’s promotion plans – but however,
the number of women in leading positions in public administration is very low until today.
When Austria became member of the EU the Federal States were forced to pass similar laws also
on their level. Local administrations of cities and towns established only reluctantly some gender
equality institutions, such as women’s offices or Municipal Councillors for Women’s Affairs; furthermore they did not take over the 1979 Law of Equal Treatment. Salzburg was the first Federal
State in 1991 to put through a Women’s Promotion Program; followed by Carinthia and Upper Austria
in 1994. With the accession to the EU in 1995 the Federal States had to take over the general
directions of equal treatment. In Vienna and Salzburg, a Law of Equal Treatment was passed on the
State level in 1996; in Lower Austria, Styria, Tyrol and Burgenland referring laws followed in 1997.
Only Vorarlberg still does not dispose of any such law until today. (Sauer, Tertinegg 2003, 1-9)
The Federal States behaved for a long time dilatorily with regard to an efficient women’s policy.
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Whereas the women’s promotion laws resemble each other, they differ as to such important issues
as the personal area of validity, the constituent facts, the construction of the institutions as well as
their binding force. Mostly obligatory constituents of women’s promotion are missing, quite often even
a fixed quota. An exception of this is the Viennese Law of Equal Treatment, which is very similar to
the referring Federal Law and foresees a clear offer of women’s promotion in case the rate of women
being below 40 percent as well as women’s promotion plans.
Past experience has shown that the Viennese Women’s Promotion Plans are passed in a very differentiated and elaborated way; therefore they respond fully to the legislative commission. In national
comparison Vorarlberg brings up the rear, having a Women’s Promotion Law only on the State level,
which misses a quota as well as a concrete offer of women’s promotion and which moreover does
not foresee the individual right of each woman to appeal in front of an arbitration board or commission.
(Hofmeister 1998, 122-124)
On the local government level women’s affairs were often integrated in already existing boards: In
Vienna issues concerning women were integrated in the Departments for Family and Social Welfare,
Youth, Sports and Public Health. In 1987 Vienna was the only Federal State which had installed an
independent Women’s Department.

Institutionalised Retrogression in the New Century
In February 2000 the right-wing conservative coalition of ÖVP and FPÖ dissolved the Ministry of
Women’s Affairs, women’s agendas becoming a domain of the Ministry of Social Security, Family
and Generations; at the same time a department for men was installed within the same Ministry. Via
the reorganisation of the Government in 2003 the Ministry of Women’s Affairs was re-established,
but however, measures of family policy are propagated as successful women’s policy.
The taking over of gender mainstreaming in the Amsterdam Contract brought about activities on the
federal level: In summer 2003 the inter-ministerial working group IMAG Gender Mainstreaming 12 was
organised. Its tasks are advising and coordinating gender mainstreaming on the federal and the state
level. Furthermore workshops and gender trainings within the ministries are carried out. A concrete
target is the introduction of gender sensitive language. But what this working group is actually doing,
which aims it is working for, which effects and consequences its activities should have on legislation
and gender equality is, however, unknown to the public. The Ministries of Justice and of the Interior
have started to implement gender mainstreaming only in 2004.
Between 2000 and 2003 the Ministry of Social Security and Generations was very active in terms of
implementing gender mainstreaming, because the Frauengrundsatzabteilung (Basic Department of
Women’s Affairs) was also situated in this Ministry. A first outcome is a collection of gender specific
data and statistics, on the basis of which further steps can be planned. (Sauer, Tertinegg: 2003, 9f.)

12 See: www.imag-gendermainstreaming.at
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Austria has obliged politically and legally to implement the gender mainstreaming strategy in national
policies. This commitment is politically based upon various international and European action plans
and legally anchored in the Amsterdam Contract.

National Basics
Article 7 of the Federal Constitution forbids any form of discrimination because of gender. Paragraph 2
says since 1998: “The Federal Government, the Federal States and the communities confess to the
actual equation of men and women. Measures to promote effective gender equality, especially in order
to abolish de facto existing inequalities are approved.”
Furthermore there are three resolutions of the Council of Ministers dating from July 11 th 2000,
April 3rd 2002, and March 9th 2004.
With the July 11th 2000 Resolution of the Council of Ministers an inter-ministerial working group for
gender mainstreaming (IMAG GM) was institutionalised according to the legal and political demands,
in order to implement the gender mainstreaming strategy on the federal level. In this working group,
being under the chairmanship of the Federal Ministry of Health and Women’s Affairs, each Federal
Ministry, the Constitutional Court, the Administrative Court, the Audit Office, the People’s Attorneyship,
and the Administration of Parliament are represented by special gender mainstreaming commissioners.
In March 2001 the direction of IMAG Gender Mainstreaming offered a one-day training to members
of the IMAG and their delegates. In 2001 three working groups were installed – in accordance with
the results of this training – concerning the following topics: “Projects and Guidelines”, “Structures,
Resources and Representation”, and “Information, Consciousness Raising, Sensitisation”; the results
of these working groups were enhanced to the Resolution of the Council of Ministers of April 3rd 2002
in the form of recommendations.
With the Resolution of the Council of Ministers of April 3rd 2002 the Federal Government has agreed
on a work program for the implementation of gender mainstreaming for the next years. The focus lies
on carrying out and evaluating gender mainstreaming pilot projects, as well as on effecting trainings
in gender mainstreaming as further educational measures for magistrates. Further foci are the examination of laws and regulations in terms of gender mainstreaming as well as a scientific evaluation of
the process of implementation after three years. Moreover specific trainings were carried out in particular Ministries.
In March 2003 the project “Quality Protection of Gender Trainings” was initiated, which should make
sure that in the course of implementing gender mainstreaming on the federal level and thereafter in
privat business one can refer to professionals whose qualification relies on a publicly acknowledged
educational system and who are therefore comparable to each other.
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On March 9th 2004 the third Resolution of the Council of Ministers on Gender Mainstreaming took
place, containing major preconditions for an effective implementation of gender mainstreaming on
the federal level.
The following foci were fixed:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Expanded use of the strategy of gender mainstreaming: implementation of gender budgeting and
analysis of budgetary measures in terms of their effects on men and women.
Self-commitment to set up internal working and control groups on gender mainstreaming in all
Federal Ministries.
Self-commitment of each Federal Ministry to carry out one internal gender mainstreaming project
in the area of human resources policy and one further internal or external gender mainstreaming
project.
Planning of a Cross Mentoring Project on the federal level.
Examination of the gender specific effects of laws and regulations.
Self-commitment to collect gender specific data.
Collecting, analysing and presenting data in all Federal Ministries.13

13 See: http://www.imag-gendermainstreaming.at/cms/imag/content.htm?channel=CH0133&doc=CMS1060357872986
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4
GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN VIENNA

Fixing Gender Mainstreaming on the Political and Administrative Level
In Vienna – in terms of being a Land14 – there exists since years a clear political commitment to cross
sectional women and equality policies. This political commitment is reflected on the administrative
level of the municipality, where “Gender Mainstreaming” is established since January 1 st 2000. This
is coordinated by the “MA 57 – Frauenabteilung der Stadt Wien” (Office 57 – Women’s Department
of the City of Vienna). The gender aspect is specifically considered in the areas of public health,
culture, town planning and housing. But gender mainstreaming is also explicitly stated in some funds
being financed by the City of Vienna, e.g. in the “Fonds Soziales Wien” (the Social Vienna Fund), the
“Wiener Wirtschaftsförderungsfonds” (Economy Promotion Fund of Vienna) (WWFF) and the “Wiener
ArbeitnehmerInnenförderungsfonds” (Employee’s Promotion Fund of Vienna) (WAFF). Since summer
2002 gender mainstreaming has been discussed on the regional level. The district commissioners of
the fifth and sixth districts opted to judge all future projects also with regard to gender equality and in
terms of equal opportunities of men and women.
IN THE FOLLOWING A SCHEDULE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT POINTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN VIENNA WILL BE GIVEN:

>
>
>

Since 1998 the “Central Office for Workaday and Gender Sensitive Planning and Constructing”
exists within the Direction of Magistrate – Direction of Construction.
In 1999 the Representative of Women’s Health of the City of Vienna was appointed and the first
Viennese Women’s Health Programme worked out, which is regularly renewed.
Also in 1999 a Service Centre for Women was installed within the Economy Promotion Fund of
Vienna.

14 In the course of being separated from the surrounding Lower Austria in 1921, Vienna became a Land itself. Therefore besides
being a town with mayor and town council, Vienna is also a Land with a governor (who is at the same time mayor) and a
Landtag.
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>

>
>
>
>

>

>
>

>

>
>

In 2000 the Women’s Department edited the guidelines “Gender Mainstreaming”, where topical
and organisational preconditions for the anchoring of the gender mainstreaming strategy were
fixed. It contains a “package of methods” for its realisation: analyses, criteria, checklists, data
keys, and process models. Examples of good-practice show how gender mainstreaming
has already been successfully introduced in several European cities.
In 2000 gender mainstreaming is included in the “Strategy Plan for Vienna” as a cross sectional
target.
In 2001 the first gender mainstreaming model project entitled “Gender Model District” was started
by the Department of Planning. The first Viennese “Gender Model District” is Mariahilf
(sixth district of Vienna).
Since 2002 the Academy of Administration offers each year one and a half days introductory
seminaries on “Gender Mainstreaming and Managing Equality” or “Gender Trainings” for
the managerial staff and for those in charge of human resources.
2002: Gender mainstreaming was already demanded in the calls for the establishment of the
Urban Development Plan as well as for the Master Plan for Traffic. Thereby, gender aspects are
no longer dealt with in a separate chapter, as has been the case in the Urban Development Plan
of 1994, but flow from the beginning into the collection of basic data, into the analysis and into
the preparation of the data material.
Since 2002 the Department 7 – Cultural Office supplies a women’s cultural report as part of the
annual cultural report. It points out which women’s projects are funded with how much money by
the City of Vienna. The authors of the report also analyse which awards are given to female artists,
which female artists are promoted through the acquisition of their works of art from the side of the
City, and how many women are in juries and in leading positions in the artistic and cultural area.
Since 2003 the Women’s Department offers regularly specific events of further education
on “gender sensitive nursery pedagogies” for kindergarten teachers of the Department 11 – Caring
of Children, Children’s Day Hostels of the City of Vienna.
The Administration of the City of Vienna is currently in a process of basic restructuring, as other
public administrations in the national and international context. The Women’s Department
therefore has intensively dealt with the question of connecting tools of administrative
modernisation with gender mainstreaming. Thereby, they got into contact with the responsible
office, the Administrative Direction with the scope of Organisation (MDO) – Group Controlling of
Companies. In January an information workshop on gender mainstreaming was conducted for all
cooperators of the MDO – Group Controlling of Companies. There, checklists were created with
practical examples taken from various areas (e.g. for users of garages or parks) for the definition
of stakeholders. These checklists are made available to all interested departments.
Since 2004 the Department 66 – Statistical Office in cooperation with the Department 57 –
Women’s Office prepares gender sensitive statistical data. At the moment the actual state of the
data in terms of gender sensitivity is collected. As a further step the establishment of guidelines
with minimum requirements for systematic gender sensitive statistics in Vienna is planned with
the target of general gender sensitive statistics for all departments.
In 2004 gender mainstreaming is mentioned as a basic orientation of urban policy in the new
“Strategy Plan Vienna – in the Enlarged Europe”.
Also in 2004 the 12th district of Vienna has volunteered as gender budgeting model district.
At the moment first steps of implementation are being developed in cooperation with all
responsible departments and district politicians.
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In October 2004 an officer in charge of gender items15 has been appointed for all urban departments
per decree of the Head of Municipality. Together with a control group this officer will elaborate the
basics for the implementation of gender mainstreaming in the Municipality. Under his direction the
control group will establish guidelines for the implementation of gender mainstreaming until February
2005, define referring goals and suggest further model projects for the realisation.

Internal Training and Further Education
The cooperation with the Academy of Administration of the City of Vienna is particularly supportive
for the sensitisation and the imparting of professional competence with regard to gender relevant
questions. The aim of this cooperation, which has started in 2001, is to include gender mainstreaming
into the trainings and further education measures. In May 2002 managers and human resources
directors were offered an introductory seminary on “Gender Mainstreaming and Managing Equality”,
lasting one and a half days; in 2003 “Gender Trainings” especially for education of the junior staff
followed.

Informations- und Sensibilisierungsaktivitäten
In 2000 the Women’s Department edited a manual entitled “Gender Mainstreaming” – with this a
broad action program for further implementation of gender mainstreaming strategies on the administrative level has started. The “International Conference of the East-West Network Milena” in 2001,
where experiences in Europe were interchanged, was followed by a large scale road show for political
and administrative decision-makers. The aim of this event was to present and promote concrete possibilities to implement gender mainstreaming in different departments of administration by means of
examples from Vienna and other European municipalities. Subsequent to this event a proper information page has been installed in the intranet of the municipal authorities.
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Important Events on Gender Mainstreaming in Vienna:
>
>
>
>
>

December 6th, 2001: Road show on gender mainstreaming for decision-makers in politics and
administration in the City Hall of Vienna.
October 24th, 2002: Road show on gender mainstreaming organised by the Department 57 –
Women’s Office and the Representatives of Equal Treatment for 138 contact-women in the
municipality, in the hospital system and in the Energy Company of Vienna.
March 18th, 2003: Inquiry “Quality of the School System & Gender Mainstreaming: A Challenge
for the School of the Future”, conducted by the Supervisory School Authority of the City of Vienna.
April 6th, 2004: Round table of experts in the Department 57 on gender budgeting with the
professional input of Margrit Zauner16/ Berlin.
December 15th, 2005: Inquiry “Gender Budgeting” with high ranking politicians and officers of the
City of Vienna as well as with experts from Austria, Germany and Switzerland.

16 Local politician in Berlin and expert in gender just budgeting.
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5
GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN GERMAN

In the Government Program of 1999 the German Federal Government clearly has committed to
implement the principle of gender mainstreaming. § 2 of the Common Standing Orders of the Federal
Ministries says: “Gender equality is the general ruling principle and shall be fostered within all political,
normative and administrative measures of the Federal Ministries (gender mainstreaming).”
In order to implement this ruling principle a top ranking inter ministry control group was installed under
the direction of the State Secretary of the Federal Ministry of Family, Seniors, Women and Youth. All
Federal Ministries are called up to carry out model projects on gender mainstreaming as well as
specific measures of further education. Thus, the Federal Ministry of Education and Research has
carried out special events on gender mainstreaming as advanced training on gender issues especially for managerial employees.

Basic Constitutional Law (GG)
The German Constitutional Law demands a commitment of the State to promote an active and
effective equality policy. In Article 3, § 2 of the Basic Constitutional Law (GG) – after the renewal of
1994 – it is stated that “men and women have equal rights” (Art. 3 Par.2 p. 1 GG); furthermore the
State is explicitly bound to promote “the actual implementation of equal rights of women and men”
and to work towards “the abolition of existing disadvantages”. (Art. 3, par. 2, p. 2 GG)

Federal Laws
Besides this the commitment to implement and consider gender mainstreaming can be found also in
federal laws such as the Social Security Code VIII (SGB VIII)
§ 9 no. 3 SGB VIII – Children’s and Youth Welfare: In the area of children’s and youth welfare the differing living conditions of girls and boys have to be considered, discrimination has to be abolished
and gender equality has to be fostered.
The same is applied for the Gleichstellungsdurchsetungsgesetz (Federal Equality Implementation Law)
§ 2 of the Federal Equality Implementation Law says that all employees of the Federal Administration,
particularly executive staff, have to promote gender equality, this task being the integrated ruling
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principle in all fields of responsibility.
The change of the SGB III by the so-called Job-AQTIV-Law also regulates in § 1.1, p.3 that gender
equality has to be followed as integrated ruling principle in employment promotion. It has to be worked
towards the overcoming of gender specific education and labour markets, in order to improve equal
opportunities of men and women on the labour market. (§ 8.1)

Common Standing Orders of the Federal Ministries
The amendment of the Common Standing Orders of the Federal Ministries (GGO) by the cabinet
decision on July 26th 2000 is a further step of implementing gender mainstreaming. The new § 2 of
the GGO confronts all resorts of the Federal Government with the task to consider the gender mainstreaming approach in all political, normative and administrative measures of the Federal
Government.
These European and national regulations connote that equality policy and gender mainstreaming are
demanded not only politically but also legally. This means that they keep their validity also when there
occur changes at the top of administration and politics.

Political Demands
With the cabinet decision of the Federal Government on June 23rd 1999 an important political precondition for the implementation of gender mainstreaming was created. In this decision the Federal
Cabinet acknowledges gender mainstreaming as integrated ruling principle of the Federal
Government and decides that this task has to be promoted by means of the gender mainstreaming
strategy.
In various Federal States, too, cabinet decisions concerning the consequent implementation of
gender mainstreaming in state policies and administration were made, for example in Lower Saxony,
Saxony-Anhalt, Rhineland-Palatinate, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Hamburg17.
For the realisation of these demands the Federal Ministry of Family, Seniors, Women and Youth
developed a concept of implementation.
Meanwhile gender mainstreaming processes have been introduced in all Federal States. In his
Government Declaration 2003-2008 the Prime Minister of Hesse codified the implementation of
gender mainstreaming as ruling principle for the work of the Government of the Land Hesse.
In various towns women’s and equation agents make themselves familiar with gender mainstreaming
via trainings and special events.
17 See: http://www.gender-mainstreaming.net/gm/Hintergrund/vorgaben.html
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On the level of large cities first steps to prepare a gender mainstreaming processes were undertaken
in Frankfurt on the Main. The administrative interim report B99, dated January 26 th 2001, contains for
the first time a reference to this principle. In the meantime the personnel preconditions for the introduction of gender mainstreaming were created: a gender mainstreaming team was established, consisting of the director of the Frauenreferat (Women’s Office) and the gender mainstreaming consultant. Furthermore a concept of an outline plan was worked out. (Wenner/Schneider, 2004)
In the Assembly of the City Councils on August 29th 2002 the City Councillors of Frankfurt decided
that the City of Frankfurt will “in future realise the principle of gender mainstreaming as a central component on all levels of policy and administration”. With the foundation of a Gender Team within the
Women’s Office already at the beginning of 2002, the personnel precondition of gender mainstreaming in Frankfurt was created. These tasks were fulfilled in cooperation with Frankfurt’s Gesamtfrauenbeauftragte (General Women’s Agents). Since then the concept of an outline plan entitled
“Outline Plan for the Shaping of the Gender Mainstreaming Process in Frankfurt on the Main” was
worked out. During a hearing of the Women’s Committee the concept was examined by national
experts and later on improved. Furthermore impulse events for the political and administrative top
levels are planned. The construction of a guiding group is intended as well as the development of a
model project in each department. Moreover the Finance Department intends to adjust the structures
of the budget to the demands of the gender mainstreaming approach. (Wenner/Schneider, 2004)
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6
GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN
THE NETHERLANDS

Gender Mainstreaming cannot be said a new strategy in the Dutch policymaking circles dealing with
gender equality and women's emancipation. Since the 1970s – when "the women's issues" was
prompted onto the national policy agenda, the government chose to follow a two-track approach in
dealing with emancipation matters. Apart from specific measures to improve women's positions and
participation in different policy sectors – commonly known as the 'sector policy' a so-called 'facet
policy' was developed in which emancipation was meant to be integrated in different policy areas as
a sector-crossing issue.
Even though the government still adheres to this two-track approach, several conceptual shifts can
be identified in the history of the Dutch policies on emancipation. The first policy plan on emancipation (1977) primarily aimed at breaking role models and re-valuing "female characteristics and activities". In the early 1980s, the attention widened from consciousness raising and changing mentality
towards power differences between women and men. According to its long-term policy plan of 1985,
the government did not only pursue a redistribution of public positions, but also a change in the social
organisation of sexuality and pre-destined models of femininity and masculinity. In practice, however,
the government's policies were mainly targeted towards promoting independent lives for women
(read: economic independence). Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the Dutch emancipation policies
focused primarily on increasing women's labor market participation.
Since the late 1980s the Dutch government made efforts to spread responsibilities for implementing
emancipation policies over all departments. It remains to be seen whether these efforts will be successful. At first sight some good initiatives have been developed, such as the implementation of
several gender impact assessments within ministerial departments, the adoption of an Action Plan
on Emancipation Tasks of Departments (1998-2002), and the publication of a Manual on Gender
Mainstreaming for civil servants (2000). But the government's strong emphasis on the organisational
aspects of gender mainstreaming seems to have overshadowed the need for well-founded, coherent
policy concepts. Illustrative in this respect is the entire absence of any problem definition in the
government's latest strategic plan on gender mainstreaming (2001). The 2000 Short and Medium
Term Policy Plan on Emancipation does not help to solve this problem. It provides a confusing mixture
of definitions in which concepts as 'emancipation', 'gender equality', and 'diversity' are used interchangeably without further description. Paradoxically enough since the official enhancement of
gender mainstreaming the government silently withdrew from its explicit transformative goals: emancipation is no longer defined as a matter of removing obstacles in the structure of society, but is redefined in terms of "creating pre-conditions".
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6.1. Gender Mainstreaming in Rotterdam
At the beginning of the eighties a staff bureau with about 8 civil servants was created within the municipality of Rotterdam and they initiated and implemented emancipation policy. In the half-eighties
there was a redirection. The bureau was dismantled because they had started to function as an
excuse for the departments to do nothing. One civil servant was appointed to stimulate and monitor
emancipation within the 25 departments of the municipality. Every department had an emancipation
contact person. At the beginning of the nineties every department had to monitor their own emancipation policies through regular emancipation reports. In the half-nineties the emancipation reports
disappeared and the contact persons as well.
In 2003 a plan reestablished the contact persons for emancipation and the regular reports on emancipation within the departments. In 2004 the alderwoman for emancipation resigned and the
acceptance of the new plan has to wait till a new alderperson has been appointed.
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7
G E N D E R M A I N S T R E A M I N G I N I TA LY

History of Gender Mainstreaming in Italy
Since 1995 – on the occasion of the International Summit on Women held in Beijing – the gender
mainstreaming issue was considered one of the most important input for setting up the public agenda
as well as for the definition of policies at all level.
In Italy, maybe because of the political conjunction, the issue was introduced with a certain delay.
The most interesting resolution on the national level has been, in fact, law no. 53 approved by the
national Parliament on March 8 th 2000. In this resolution some significant points of the Beijing
Platform, signed in 1995, were introduced. Among these:
>
>
>

sharing responsibilities between women and men, namely in the family management and child
care, by means of parental leave both for fathers and mothers;
reconciliation between different spheres of life, through a better organisation of time and by
developing a timetable also on the city level
access to training and lifelong learning, also by means of special training leaves for working
women.

The resolution no. 53/00 represents a cornerstone for gender mainstreaming policies on the city
level, mainly because the mayor has the power to establish a “City Time and Timetable Plan”, calling
up different actors, such as representatives of trading workers, trade unions, municipal police
department, representatives of public services, etc.

7.1. Gender Mainstreaming in Venice
The City of Venice Department for Equal Opportunities has been founded in the 1980’s, even before
the law on Equal Opportunities has been applied. The Department’s role for almost 30 years has
been that of local dissemination and support of the laws giving equal opportunities to women. By
creating special services the department has identified spaces, not only physical ones, where
women of the city and institutions could meet to exchange ideas, know-how, culture, for a widespread
dissemination of equal opportunities aimed at the empowerment of women’s presence in decisionmaking.
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The women’s library, created in the 1980’s, collects about 12 000 books written by women or
regarding women’s themes and is also a space for planning cultural activities such as the presentation of books, seminars, etc.
The anti-violence centre, created in the 1990’s, is a service for women who suffer domestic violence.
It also disposes of a refuge that is a protected shelter for women and children.
The women’s observatory, set up in the 1990’s, has a national observatory on the city time table. It is
a service sustaining the visibility of initiatives, supporting projects research and identifying networks.
The front office for women and work has been created in the 2000’s in cooperation with the Work
Department of the Province of Venice and is addressed to women being out of job market or looking
for their first employment.
The multicultural service, created in the 2000’s inside the women’s library, offers to foreign women
different magazines and newspapers in foreign languages and an internet point for the connection
with radio and television of their native countries in various languages.
All these services and activities are financed by the annual budget of the public authority.
International project section:
The department has dealt with European projects within the sphere of equal opportunities for many
years. It has managed projects for women’s enterprises. It is a member of the women’s network,
foreseen by the network “Donne del mediterraneo e dei balcani” (women from the Mediterranean
and the Balkans), through which the department has opened some women’s and anti-violence
centres in the cities of Algeri, Sarajewo, etc.

7.2. Gender Mainstreaming in Turin
RESOLUTIONS OF THE LOCAL PARLIAMENT:

The Regional Council – which is the legislative organ of the Piedmont Region, of which Turin is the
capital– is currently revising the Statute of the Piedmont Region. The articles already approved by
the Special Commission working on this task include art. 12, which formalizes the commitment of the
region to implement substantial equality of opportunities for women and men:
1. The region guarantees equal opportunities for women and men and, with special laws and
decrees, works to remove all obstacles that prevent full equality of opportunities in social, political,
cultural and economic life.
2. The law assures equal access for women and men to elective posts in the local authorities and
organisations, and to all appointments by the Regional Council of the executive.
The Regional Council is also committed to promulgating laws designed to implement gender mainstreaming at the local level in compliance with the already mentioned art. 12.
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Fully in line with the changes taking place at the level of the local legislation, the City of Turin
promotes initiatives and services to encourage equal opportunities both internally and externally.
These policies are implemented by a number of special bodies that work in unison:
>
>

>

>

Il Assessorato delle Pari Opportunità (Equal Opportunities Department), provides political
guidelines and coordinates the various equal opportunities organs at the local level.
Il Ufficio Politiche di Genere (Gender Policies Office) which is subordinated directly to the Equal
Opportunities Department, and has skilled and qualified staff to organize and promote initiatives
to spread the culture of gender and equal opportunities, in synergy with city associations,
operators at local level and various local equal opportunities institutions (external operations).
La Commissione Consiliare Pari Opportunità (Equal Opportunities Council Commission),
a cooperate political body with the function of submitting and controlling administrative activities
concerning the condition of women. Its general objective is to incorporate the gender approach
in administrative policies (internal operation).
Il Comitato Pari Opportunità (Equal Opportunities Committee), an independent joint committee
presided over by the municipal councillor for equal opportunities, who has propositional and
control tasks, as well as promoting and monitoring equal opportunities for women and men at
the workplace within the authority (internal operations).

Recent initiatives include two projects funded as part of the Regional ESF ROP:
>
>

Tempo per te (literally: “Time for you”), designed to promote gender culture among employees
and carry out a feasibility study to introduce family-friendly organizational formulas to help
reconcile work and family life;
Irma, a portal that hosts a network linking the public services in the city that are provided by the
municipal administration and other authorities and associations. The City of Turin is planning a
second phase in which the service will be enlarged and intensified, becoming multilingual so as
to ensure integration of immigrant women.

These projects are important preparatory instruments and are designed to lay the foundation for a
common gender culture in order to implement gender mainstreaming.
The City of Turin is working to ensure that the municipal administration includes a gender balance
sheet in the near future. This is a particularly important initiative , both because it is the fourth of this
kind in Italy (the first cities were Genoa, Siena and Modena), and because it is so far one of the
largest municipalities in the country that is committed to moving in this direction.
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7. 3. Gender Mainstreaming in Rome
The City Council of Rome passed the first “City time and timetable plan” in 1997. It was an important
step toward a new conception of city life and gender balance in city management. The plan has four
main paths:
>

>

>

>

Easy Rome: Simplification of the procedures to get public documents and certificates, and setting
up of an information system on city timetable (public services, shops, emergency services and
stores available during summer time, etc.). These two goals have been achieved by using three
instruments.
Internet, for those who have the access and facility to sail on the www. Information points in each
district of Rome are available 12 hours a day. Telephone, a special call centre, named "Call Rome
060606" is open 24 hours a day in different languages besides Italian.
Open Rome: A big effort has been done to offer services and opportunities on different levels
also during the night or out of their traditional timetable. Among the most important innovations
could be mentioned the call centre "Call Rome 060606" that is open 24 hours a day and by means
of which information on different matters can be provided: services, phone numbers, social and
health supply, etc. Besides this, further three initiatives could be mentioned. Cultural services in
the evening (museums and archaeological sites); drugstores open 24 hours a day/365 days a
year; registry offices opened until 10 p.m to get certificates also late in the afternoon or in the
evening.
Fluent Rome: Traffic is one of the most heavy trouble affecting modern capitals, and especially
those, as Rome, that have a huge historical area, destination of turistic flow and, at the same
time, seat of national, district and local Government. Although this issue still remains the most
challenging to face, some initiatives have been appreciated in order to reduce the pressure of
the traffic in daily life. One of this is Roma shuttle, a special net of urban transport dedicated to
employees, established in 1998 to facilitate their movement from home to the office and back.
Friendly Rome: Time banks which aims at exchanging hours of personal time giving specific
competences and services to somebody (child care, foreign language course, etc.) and receiving
back something else (daily food supply and/or queuing at post office for elderly persons, etc.).

All of these goals produce a special added value for women, since the social cost of an obsolete conception of time is mainly paid by women, who are often forced to conciliate labour, family
management, elderly and child care.
As far as the internal administration is concerned, very few efforts have been done in order to
enhance women and their condition of work. Although a special resolution establishes an internal
Committee on Equal Opportunities, it's still not functioning so far. Thus the Commission on Equal
Opportunities (which is in charge of the external interventions), together with the Commission of
elected women in the City Council, have carried out a survey concerning "Facilitation factors and
constraints affecting women’s work within the local administration".
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Relationships between Local Projects and "Sister Cities Going
Gender"

Since the Municipality of Rome has chosen to focus its attention on the issue of gender auditing in
local policies, the project could be to offer the opportunity to monitor the organization of internal
policies with respect of three different items:
a) women personnel training both at high and low level, that is identifying types of training courses,
matters, competences, evaluation processes and achievements of the training activities to be
addressed to women;
b) gender perspective in budgeting activity, that is collecting and analysing of some good
experiences carried out by local administrations and related to a gender perspective in budgeting
activity (in terms of definition of measures and rules aiming at strengthening women condition in
urban life, for a best performance of the whole city);
c) advancement of women in decision-making position within the municipal structure of power
(on the central and district level, as well as in local companies of services), through different
strategies and measures implemented within local administration (establishment of an internal
Equal Opportunities Committee, experimentation of services addressed to working mothers,
Observatory on women's career development, including facilitation factors and obstacles facing
women in leading position).
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8
FIELDS OF WORK OF WOMEN’S NGOS

In the following chapter all eleven women’s organisations which have participated in our questionnaire
survey will be presented in detail. In Vienna as well as in Frankfurt four associations were inquired,
in Italy two (one in Venice, one in Bolzano), and one in Rotterdam.

8.1

Vienna

abzwien – Prospects for Women. Prospects for Economy
Non-profit-making association – abzwien – Verein zur Förderung von Arbeit, Bildung und Zukunft
von Frauen (Association for the Promotion of Work, Education and Future of Women)
The “abzwien” offers new perspectives on the labour market to women and serves at the same time
as pool of human resources and as service office for industry and commerce as well as for the public.
As non-profit-organisation oriented towards labour market and women’s policies the “abzwien” sees
itself as a turntable between unemployed women and industry and commerce.
FIELDS OF BUSINESS:

>
>
>
>

Technology management: offers for women and enterprises focussing on new information- and
communication technologies;
career management: offers for women focussing on (re)entering labour market;
workplace management: intersection to industry and commerce;
participation of “abzwien” in the European joint initiative EQUAL

The organisation concentrates its activities on the Vienna area, but also cooperates on the level of
the Federal States (EU-target areas) and carries out activities and projects on EU-level. For “abzwien”
the objective targets of gender mainstreaming and gender equality are essential. The gender specific
point of view is already reflected in the association’s statutes and is lived and communicated through
activities and projects. Practical work in women’s projects on labour market policy which has been
done for years, as well as the implementation of gender mainstreaming in the enterprise’s gender
sensitive development of human resources have lead to an accumulation of expert’s knowledge and
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important experiences for the aims of gender mainstreaming.
GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN THE DAILY WORK OF “ABZWIEN”:

>
>
>
>

There are different work time models within the organisation;
managerial positions are exclusively held by women;
part time models are common also among the managerial staff;
women are working in traditional male professions.

It is the aim of “abzwien” to introduce a gender sensitive point of view in all political concepts and on
the part of all proponents and to modify these concepts as to make possible real gender equality.

Netzwerk österreichischer Mädchen- und Frauenberatungsstellen FMBS (Network of Austrian Advisory Centres for Girls
and Women)
The aim of the association is according to its statutes the „sensitisation for sexisms in school, education, upbringing and society in order to change the existing gender and power relations“. “EfEU”
was founded in 1986 and is – as organisation focussing on gender and education – unique in Austria
and German speaking Europe. “EfEU” has decisively contributed to question the presupposition that
the current practice of coeducation would serve to overcome role stereotypes. In 1975 the formal
equation of girls and boys in Austria was initiated by the implementation of coeducation, but however,
this did barely have any effects onto which professions girls and boys opted for or which plans of life
they established for themselves, both of them being still gender related. Feminist school research
has found out that coeducation not being well-thought mostly does not lead to an equal side by side
of female and male pupils, but on the contrary to a strengthening of gender hierarchies and of
behaviour patterns and characteristics being related to gender roles. The topic “violence” is a specific
focus of “EfEU”. On the media there is very often talking on “violence among youths” without saying
explicitly who is using violence (mostly boys) against whom (girls and boys). A connection between
violent behaviour of boys and the specific demands of the male gender role is hardly ever drawn. But
with respect to the prevention of violence it is necessary to ask for the social images of men and
women. “EfEU” also does networking and is active in the prevention of violence on the “Plattform
gegen die Gewalt in der Familie” (Platform against Domestic Violence) of the Federal Ministry of
Social Security, Generations and Consumer Protection.
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Netzwerk österreichischer Mädchen- und Frauenberatungsstellen FMBS (Network of Austrian Advisory Centres for Girls
and Women)
The FMBS is an association of 38 girls’ and women’s advisory centres from eight Federal States.
The network was founded in 1995 as non-profit association in order to be able to promote joint
interests and exchange experiences. The association disposes of bureaus in Vienna and Innsbruck.
The aims of the association are to ensure qualified advisory services for women, girls, and migrants,
to bring in the perspectives of women and girls on all levels as well as to contribute to the improvement of the living conditions of women and girls.
GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN THE NETWORK:

When planning and implementing measures of women’s promotion and gender mainstreaming it is
necessary to include and make use of the experiences and the specific know-how of women’s organisations.
The FMBS has built up networks with proponents of the labour market and of equality policies all
over Austria, the women’s advisory centres of the Network representing regional pools of resources
for the spreading of equality policies. The aim is to connect relevant proponents of institutions and
NGOs, who are active in labour market and equality policies, in order to foster the development of
equal opportunities together. By carrying out EU-projects regional activities shall be situated within
an international context and thus strengthened. Since July 2000 the NGO participates in projects on
gender mainstreaming with the aim to promote and reinforce the role of women’s NGOs in the
process of further development and implementation of this new strategy. These projects are entitled
“OBSERVATORIA” and “Recipes for Mainstreaming”.

Verein Autonome Österreichische Frauenhäuser – Informationsstelle gegen Gewalt (Austrian Women’s Shelter Network –
Information Centre against Violence)
The Austrian Women’s Shelter Network was founded in 1988 as joining together of employees of
the autonomous women’s refuges in Austria. Aim of this networking was the amelioration of the
cooperation between the particular organisations as well as the exchange of information. The staffers
of the Information Centre against Violence, which has been founded in 1991 as a service centre
within the association, are in charge of the association’s networking activities. Furthermore they
organise conferences of the women’s refuges and financial meetings, taking place twice a year. The
association serves as contact point for questions and information, being accessible by the staffers of
the women’s refuges as well as by many other target groups. As the representation of interests the
association carries on lobbying for the interests of the women’s refuges.
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The Information Centre against Violence is active all over Austria in the prevention of domestic
violence against women and children. Holder of the Information Centre is the Association of Autonomous Austrian Women’s Refuges. In 1989 the Association was awarded with the “Dr.-Karl-RennerPreis für Verdienste um die Republik Österreich” (Dr.-Karl-Renner-Prize for Services to the Republic
of Austria), which made possible the opening of the Information Centre in 1991. Its aim is the prevention of domestic violence against women and children and the establishment of an effective
cooperation of all social institutions.
The Information Centre against Violence is the only organisation in Austria carrying out preventive
measures against domestic violence and violence against women. Prevention has to be situated on
various levels:
>
>
>

on the level of society, with the aim to prevent the formation of structures being in favour of violent
behaviour (primary prevention);
on the level of individual help in acute or potentially dangerous situations (secondary prevention)
and
on the level of the protection from violence and the prevention of further violent acts (tertiary
prevention). The Information Centre against Violence is active in all three areas of prevention.

The Information Centre has dealt with gender mainstreaming in various manners. On the one hand
via the participation in EU-projects, particularly in the EQUAL-program 18, as well as via taking part in
various seminaries, lectures and by participating in a course on gender competence.

18 EQUAL is a European joint initiative with the aim to combat discrimination and inequalities with respect to the labour market.
The so-called Development Partnerships (DPs) are the holders respectively the protagonists of the actions foreseen in the
EQUAL program. It is their task to implement the innovative activities and methods of their respective work programs.
Each development partnership concentrates on one of the topics and works out at least three different modules being
ndependent from each other as to the contents. Thereby one has to distinguish between sectoral Development Partnerships
(dealing with relevant fields of problems on the national level) and regional Development Partnerships. Development
partnerships bring together a lot of relevant protagonists, organisations and institutions to complement one another, in order to
implement measures on a certain topic. These Partnerships of different protagonists working together on the same topic shall
bring about a surplus value concerning labour market policy with sustainable effects on further projects and policies. An effective
and efficient collaboration is only possible when all participants are equally included into the processes of decision-making and
carrying out of the project. For more information see: http://www.equal-esf.at/news/de
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8.2

Frankfurt

Zentrum für Weiterbildung (Centre for Further Education)
It is the aim of the Centre for Further Education Ltd. to foster equal opportunities for women and men,
for people of different cultures and ages as well as for people being disadvantaged on the regional,
national and international economy and labour markets. The strengthening of self responsibility and
autonomy in terms of empowerment is a central issue of the educational activities. The association is
considered to be an innovator in the areas of advisory services, education, coaching, and integration
in the labour market. The international exchange of experiences as well as the cooperation with educational institutions of other countries is important preconditions for an educational supply on the
international labour market which shall bring about diversity competence on the part of skilled and
managerial employees.

Frauenbetriebe – Qualifikation für die berufliche Selbständigkeit e.V. (Women’s Companies – Skills for a Professional
Autonomy [registered Association])
The Women’s Companies deal with the professional qualification of women in terms of professional
autonomy. There, women can get advice, trainings and coaching in case they want to found an own
livelihood or if they are already independent and want to optimize and professionalize their skills.
It is the aim of the Women’s Companies to enable women to make decisions independently and act
on their own. The portfolio of services contains besides the topics “founding a livelihood” also the
topics “safeguarding of a livelihood” as well as “advising of institutions”. In the area of founding a livelihood the Companies’ services range from orientation sessions to coaching and training. In the area
of safeguarding it is about professional and management consultancy for female entrepreneurs who
have already acted on the market for some time. Target groups of the “advising of institutions” are on
the other hand associations, initiatives and institutions also working in the field of professionalizing
and professional autonomy. The Women’s Companies consult women in terms of entrepreneurial
thinking and acting. They offer know-how referring to all issues of financial safeguarding and business
management. Their socio-economic approach takes into consideration the concept of enterprise as
well as the living situation of women – so that good business ideas become successful.
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Verein zur beruflichen Förderung von Frauen e.V. (VbFF)
(Association for the Professional Advancement of Women
[registered Association])
In the form of projects and model experiments the Association for the Professional Advancement of
Women promotes since 1978 equal opportunities of women and girls and their integration into professional life. It is about promoting the compatibility of family and profession and opening seminal
areas of education and occupation to women. It is the aim to intensify and extend the development
of women specific measures of training and further education as well as to contribute that women
will be considered increasingly in all positions of professional life.

FiM – Frauenrecht ist Menschenrecht (Women’s Right is
Human Right)
FiM is an advisory centre for women being victims of human trafficking, migrants because of marriage,
migrants on the informal labour market, and migrants in prostitution. Furthermore the families of the
female migrants – partners and children – can use the advisory services, as well as men – though to
a lesser degree – who are living under structurally disadvantaged conditions in connection with
situations of individual crises. The target groups are women from Central and Southern Europe, Latin
America, Asia, and Africa. Moreover the clients are offered particular educational trainings, such as
language and integration courses. Further fields of work are for example public relations, information
activities and lobbying, professional advising and further education for selected professional groups,
for expert groups and political decision-makers.

8.3

Rotterdam

Scala

“Scala” is a centre dealing with the emancipation of women in Rotterdam. The aims of the organisation are the implementation of structural improvements concerning the positions of women in
general, but also of migrants, refugees and women of minorities. This aim shall be put into effect by
the means of advising and the development of special projects. In addition various services are
offered being meant for individuals as well as for organisations.
The main starting point of the work of “Scala” is empowerment: the possibilities of women to act autonomously shall be fortified; women – either on their own or in groups – shall be able to change their
personal life and their social surroundings.
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The guiding principle of “Scala” is diversity: the recognition of differences and the respect and appreciation of these differences. By means of this approach differences are perceived positively. The tools
“Scala” uses concentrate on social problems by which in the first place women, migrants, handicapped and elderly women are affected. This is why “Scala” works with a gender specific perspective.
The supply of services is multiple, generating a multidisciplinary mix conform to the specific demands
and circumstances. The program contains for instance project development, research, information
and advising, training, coaching, and mediation.
The information centre supports women with all sorts of questions and problems, while it is always
possible to come along just for conversation. There is a social worker present who listens to the
women, gives them advice and helps them to come to the right persons. Moroccan women are offered
advisory services in their mother tongue.

8.4. Italy

Forcoop Venezia
“Forcoop Venezia” belongs to the network “Cora Nazionale”, which is the national centre of non-profit
organisations and which works in the areas of equal rights, appreciation of the different genders as
well as personal and professional advising. Forcoop Venezia, which employs 14 persons, is financed
to 80 percent by the public (EU and Ministries), the rest is raised by private sponsorship – but this
proportion is likely to change within the next years. Gender mainstreaming is a topic within the organisation, some centres affiliated to “Cora Nazionale” participate in regional equality committees, while
“Forcoop Venezia” takes part in the European network “EWA”, which deals with gender mainstreaming on the European level.

Frauenhaus Bozen (Women’s Refuge Bolzano)
We asked the Women’s Refuge Bolzano to take part in our survey because we had got very little
reply from the part of NGOs. The Women’s Refuge Bolzano is a member institution of the Association
of Autonomous Austrian Women’s Refuges and works in the area of violence against women
(women’s refuge and point of contact against violence). Women’s refuges offer secure shelter to
women suffering violence from the part of their partners/husbands, and to their children. They are
accessible to all victims of violence notwithstanding nationality, income or religion. At the time of
survey eight staffers were working in the Women’s Refuge Bolzano. It is entirely financed by the
“Betrieb für Sozialdienste Bozen” (Company of Social Services Bolzano), which is part of the Municipality. The staffers do not deal with gender mainstreaming explicitly, which means that they have not
yet participated in a referring project. This is conform to many other NGOs in Italy with which we got
into contact during the project.
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9
R E S U LT S O F T H E Q U E S T I O N N A I R E S U RV E Y

9.1. Women’s Organisations
We tried to include as many women’s organisations as possible in our survey, especially from our
partner cities taking part in the project “Sister Cities Going Gender”. For several reasons this has
turned out to be difficult. Many collaborators of women’s NGOs thought themselves not to be experts
for gender mainstreaming and said that they would hardly ever deal with this topic. Others did not
have time; others again just did not answer our repeated e-mail inquiries. In Italy, only one partner
city – Venice – has taken part in the survey. Therefore we decided to include an organisation from
Bolzano, although this town was not a project participant. It has to be stated, that because of these
problems the duration of the survey was only six months, from the end of May until the end of October
2004. In the end, eleven organisations have filled in the questionnaire or have had time for a personal
interview.
These organisations were women’s NGOs dealing or having dealt with gender mainstreaming, either
by taking part in EU-projects, or in gender trainings and seminaries which they offered to their target
groups. The staffers of the Women’s Refuge Bolzano tried hard to fill in the questionnaire, but as they
had not worked on gender mainstreaming but a little, they could not answer all our questions in detail.
It also has to be marked that the employees of nine of the eleven organisations were exclusively
female. One organisation, the “Zentrum für Weiterbildung” (Centre for Further Education) in Frankfurt,
employs two male staffers since 2000. The reasons for employing men were on the one hand to
integrate men consciously into the work of equal treatment, on the other hand to expand the target
group by including young men, for whom male contact persons within the organisation were
important. In another NGO – “FiM” (Women’s Right is Human Right), also in Frankfurt – men generally
are not employed and cannot become members of the board, but however, they can work there in an
honorary capacity or as freelancers. This means that one NGO also sees young men as part of its
target group, whereas all the others are occupied exclusively with girls and women.
What we noticed immediately is that in ten of eleven NGOs part time work of the staffers was predominant – we met almost all forms of part time work. However, only “abzwien” attached importance to
the point that one should be able to earn a living by this sort of part time work. There was one single
NGO (Forcoop), that did not employ part time staffers.
All NGOs were financed primarily by the public. The women’s organisation “Scala”, an institution of
the City of Rotterdam, is fully financed by the municipality of Rotterdam. In 2004 the subventions
were as high as 2003, but because of the general raise of costs additional fundraising will be
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necessary in the future. “Forcoop Venezia” is financed to 80 percent by the City Government, the
remaining 20 percent are private subsidies – but it was stated that this proportion could change any
time. The Women’s Refuge Bolzano is financed up to 100 percent by the “Betrieb für Sozialdienste
Bozen” (Company of Social Institutions Bolzano). The Centre for Further Education in Frankfurt is
financed by various sponsors: by the Federal Government (55 percent), the EU (15 percent), the
Municipality (10 percent), the Land Hessen (8 percent), by enterprises (6 percent) and finally by
member fees (6 percent). The Women’s Companies in Frankfurt are financed by the Federal Ministry
of Economy and Labour, by the ESF, by the Women’s Department and the Economy Department of
the City of Frankfurt and by the Ministry of Economy, Traffic and National Development of the Land
of Hessen. All projects of the Organisation for Professional Advancement of Women are paid by public
funds, other sources of income being minimal. The organisation FiM is paid for by the City of Vienna
(30 percent) and by the Land Hessen (30 percent). The major part of the financing of the Network of
Austrian Advisory Centres for Girls and Women comes from the EU, followed by funds from the part
of the Ministry of Economy and Labour by a 50 percent financing of EQUAL-projects, and also by the
City of Vienna. The organisation EfEU is paid by the Women’s Department of the City of Vienna (80
percent) and by the Federal Government (29 percent). AÖF is funded up to 60 percent by the Ministry
of Health and Women’s Affairs, followed by the EU, the Women’s Department of the City of Vienna,
and the Federal Ministry for Social Security, Generations and Consumers’ Protection. However, all
these fundings and subventions are diminishing constantly. In 2004 the organisation had to cope with
a shortage of ten percent by the Ministry of Health and Women’s Affairs. The abzwien is financed by
the EU (ESF), by the Federal Government, but particularly by the Labour Market Services and the
Ministry of Economy and Labour in the framework of EQUAL-projects, and finally by the Land of
Vienna.
At the request of the interview partners for anonymity we rendered the analysis of the interviews
anonymous and coded the organisations with letters from A to K. However, we could not guarantee
full anonymity.

9.1.1. Structures

Is Gender Mainstreaming a Topic in the NGO?
Whereas for ten out of eleven NGOs gender mainstreaming is more or less a topic, the answers on
how gender mainstreaming is implemented and in which manner women’s organisations have dealt
with it by now differ nonetheless. Basically, most of the NGOs (8) have dealt with gender mainstreaming in concrete ways, especially in the framework of (EU-)projects and other forms of cooperation; two organisations have looked into gender mainstreaming not by means of concrete projects,
but primarily in the context of a socio-political discourse, for example when working with women being
victims of violence or when dealing with disadvantages for women on the labour market. The discussion of gender mainstreaming is represented on various levels, internal and external ones: for
instance in the organisational development, in working out of models, in internal and external
measures of further education and publications, in the collaboration with project partners or regional
equality agents.
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Thus, the organisation A, being responsible of advisory centres for women, has collected knowledge
in the framework of EU-projects and by publications on gender mainstreaming relatively soon. They
did this in the first place
“in order to counteract reservations that gender mainstreaming could have negative effects on
women’s furtherance. Therefore we began in 1999/2000 to bring in specialized knowledge on equality
policies in the project partnerships.”
The organisation B pursues “lived gender mainstreaming”, which means that gender mainstreaming
is internally supported by the management. This organisation developed a gender workshop, training
staffers in terms of gender mainstreaming, so that they could transmit their competence.
For organisation C – dealing with violence against women – the approach towards gender mainstreaming was “a process, triggered in the first place by international activities and projects”. As
regards content a debate on gender mainstreaming takes place primarily in connection with conditions of violence in relationships and families, as well as concerning structural discrimination against
women in society. In organisation D, working in the educational areas, there are no structural
reflections on gender mainstreaming within the organisation. But nevertheless, gender mainstreaming
is a topic in daily work, in further education, publications and in external inquiries. Association E works
as advisory centre for migrants; there the gender mainstreaming approach grows out of practical
experiences and the analysis of society, which is brought into the public discourse. Organisation F,
working in the equal opportunity area, tries to change social structures by gender mainstreaming and
increased public relations, whereby close cooperation to regional equality agents has been established. Organisation G deals with emancipation and promoted two internal workshops on gender
mainstreaming. Out of this a team developed which further on worked on an own gender mainstreaming project. The findings of this project shall be implemented by the city authorities in future.
For the team of organisation H, working in the area of further education, gender mainstreaming is a
central topic, although they use the term “equal opportunities” instead of gender mainstreaming. This
term is also established as objective in the organisational model. For organisation I, also working in
further education, gender mainstreaming became important through the participation in an EQUALproject.

Does Gender Mainstreaming have an Influence on the Team
and on the Staff?
For nearly all organisations (eight out of eleven) dealing with gender mainstreaming had a more or
less big influence on the internal situation, the effects of this discourse being evaluated as positive
and interesting. In organisation I the proper business concept, including the statutes and rules of the
organisation, was reflected upon and modified together with all staffers. This process therefore had
an essential influence on the development of the human resources and the organisation itself. Gender
mainstreaming had a positive impact also on organisation B, especially through the introduction of
an internal gender workshop, where staffers are trained as gender mainstreaming agents and
advisors.
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The co-operators of institution H work together on a model, whereby the realisation of equal opportunities for women and men serves as central objective, therefore
“gender mainstreaming has an essential influence on the personnel and organisational development.
This is actively supported by offers of further education, which explicitly aim also at the two male
staffers. This has effects on the internal level, as all co-operators are required to deal with the guidelines of the organisation and to contribute actively in their realisation in their respective fields of
work. In the framework of the quality management (LQW) all key processes within the organisation
are suited to the model.”
For association C the influence of gender mainstreaming consists in topical discussions; furthermore
staffers are confronted with gender mainstreaming through concrete projects or lectures which raise
consciousness on the part of the co-operators and let them see structural basic conditions from a different point of view. Association D notices an increased interest in gender mainstreaming from the
part of its clients, whereas the effects on the two female staffers are rather small and limited to collecting of information and coping with the demands of gender mainstreaming in everyday work. For
the co-operators of association A new interesting fields of work and topical challenges arose of the
intensive dealing with gender mainstreaming. Because of this occupation the staffers meanwhile are
able to offer advisory services concerning gender issues and are included in various committees, to
which they would not have had access without their expert’s knowledge.
For organisation G gender mainstreaming became an essential part of the organisational principles,
association F fixed gender mainstreaming as a goal in the statutes, which has influence on staffers
as well as on women using the association’s programme. For association J gender mainstreaming is
important when applying for projects and in the own positioning with regard to women’s promotion
and gender mainstreaming. The co-operators are forced to deal with the aims and questions of
gender mainstreaming.

Which Benefit Does Gender Mainstreaming Bring About for the
Institutions and Their Target Groups?
The question of the practical use of gender mainstreaming for NGOs and the target groups of the
organisations was answered positively by nearly all interview partners. Gender mainstreaming brings
about direct or indirect advantages and concrete benefits for the organisation and the staff, as well
as especially for those women who they care for. Two organisations mention that through gender
mainstreaming there is the possibility to include men and take them into responsibility. Two organisations say that there has been an increase in competence and expanded knowledge. Four further
associations judge gender mainstreaming positively in general, with the restriction that gender mainstreaming is of use for all persons involved only when there are sufficient resources at hand and
when women’s promotion is not forgotten about.
Although the benefit for organisation E is rather limited, it exists nevertheless. According to the
interview partners they have succeeded
“to include men increasingly in women specific aims, be it in the form of honorary activities or as cooperation partners. Moreover the debate on gender mainstreaming counteracts gender polarisation.
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In future it will be observed how and whether the co-operation with those administrative authorities
and institutions, where gender mainstreaming is implemented, will change.”
The interviewee of organisation B observes several advantages as for the institution itself as also for
those women who make use of the institution’s offer. Gender mainstreaming would hold “massive
support for the aimed at women’s promotion, but only under the precondition that gender mainstreaming disposes of sufficient resources and is not played off against women’s promotion”. This
interview partner therefore recommends that
“especially a women’s organisation shall specifically deal with gender mainstreaming, which it shall
not deny with the argument that thereby one would get less money, because this would be too simple.
The goal of equality can only be useful to women’s organisations. Of course there are also dangers
and anxieties concerning gender mainstreaming, but regarding contemporary politics one has to be
happy that gender mainstreaming exists. Through gender mainstreaming also men can be taken into
responsibility, in the first place young men who partly have a different approach already.”
For organisation H the benefit of gender mainstreaming for a women’s NGO depends on
“how the political approach of gender mainstreaming is included into the work with co-operating
partners. As gender mainstreaming is about the reduction of disadvantaging, it allows to deduce the
need of women’s promotion measures in cases where actual discriminations take place. Women’s
NGOs partly have problems with the change in perspective, as gender mainstreaming always
implicates the perspective of both genders which, however, is not given in a pure women’s NGO. The
political influence of women’s policy or of gender mainstreaming agents is rather small, because
normally they are not part of the top levels. This is why from my point of view the existential endangering of women’s NGOs is growing at the moment.”
Association C was able to acquire gender competence through different projects and pass it on.
However, women’s organisations are obliged
“to put a critical glance onto gender mainstreaming and to observe the development of gender mainstreaming from a feminist perspective. Women’s institutions which support the cause of women being
victims of male violence cannot leave gender mainstreaming out of consideration, because violence
is a socio-political problem. If gender mainstreaming is able to make a contribution to the improvement of power inequality between the women and men and therefore to the elimination of violence
and if it is furthermore able to change social structures in a positive way, it can only mean that we
have to deal with it.”
For organisation D the concrete “benefit” consists in the fact
“that everything which comes from ‘top-down’ can also be supported ‘bottom-up’. Especially for
teachers and headmasters it is useful to be able to refer to the fact that gender mainstreaming is
demanded from the highest position.”
This is why in the area of education gender mainstreaming is warmly appreciated also for the target
group, says the interview partner.
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One positive use is also seen by organisation A, namely
“that by means of gender mainstreaming the organisation participates in discussions on women’s
and equality policy and that resources are provided for gender mainstreaming. Gender mainstreaming
can be used for the own tasks and goals and one can contribute as an expert and be increasingly
accepted.”
According to this interviewee gender mainstreaming has become an important topic for advisory
centres, whereby the competences are acknowledged and also externally asked for. Thus, e.g. in
rural regions advisory centres are quite often the only contact for information on gender mainstreaming. The target group of this association are the staffers of advisory centres, only secondly
women being victims of violence; here, there exists a vivid exchange of information on gender mainstreaming.
Association J, which empowers women in their professional lives, says in advance of the use of
gender mainstreaming
“that this use would exist if a general policy of gender equality, being held and ordered by the utmost
administration, were followed. Gender mainstreaming forces the people involved to analyse existing
structures as to their potential of disadvantaging and to change them in the interest of both, men and
women. Thus, gender mainstreaming as double strategy can be seen as an additional and supporting
tool for the work of women’s NGOs, but only if one constantly reflects on one’s own strategy and task
of women’s promotion and without leaving this way. Only then gender mainstreaming can be used as
double strategy and will not turn out as the wrong way.”

9.1.2. The Concept of Gender Mainstreaming

Are There Any Points of Critique, Anxieties and Fears
Concerning Gender Mainstreaming?
The list of points of critique and anxieties concerning the implementation of gender mainstreaming is
quite long, as is demonstrated by the following interview passages. Seven NGOs are afraid that
women’s promotion could be reduced or totally omitted because of gender mainstreaming and that
by this way it could come to massive financial losses. Two NGOs criticised the missing sustainability
of EU-projects, but also the lacking resources were critically mentioned by two NGOs. Two further
NGOs stressed the insufficient knowledge of the meaning of gender mainstreaming.
Institution B also knows these anxieties, but as the
“women’s organisations have pointed out the dangers of gender mainstreaming right at the beginning,
these anxieties have been considered on a higher level. Therefore the fear that gender mainstreaming could counteract women’s promotion was included – which can be seen as a success of
the women’s organisations. Theory and construction of gender mainstreaming are very good, but
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implementation and practice are a different topic – one should reflect on this and observe it without
yammering. One should therefore keep the topic boiling through conferences and dialogues and let
drop the experiences in the further development.”
Some institutions mentioned moreover the fear that many decision-makers could take up the cause
of gender mainstreaming without knowing what it actually means; therefore the danger of abuse is
considered quite high.
Quite often gender mainstreaming becomes “an unclear process, as there are barely any clear definitions” or gender mainstreaming becomes a “lip-service” because the awareness is missing that
gender mainstreaming actually is a double strategy, which means that also the women’s promotion
policy has to be followed at the same time. This is demonstrated by association A:
“In many areas gender mainstreaming becomes a lip-service and there are not enough financial and
time-resources available. One difficulty is that the focus is laid very strongly onto gender mainstreaming which brings about the danger that girls’ and women’s institutions fall away. A lot of people
seem not to know that gender mainstreaming is a double strategy with explicit women’s promotion,
and argument that a women’s NGO does not offer anything for men.”
This is why the interview partner fears “that it could come to a reciprocal charging between men and
women turning around the question, who gets how much support”.
The fear that gender mainstreaming could be used in order to rob women’s projects and women’s
NGOs of their right to exist, following the motto: “there is no problem specific to women but only
specific to the whole society”, is made clear also by association E. “Fact is, however”, the interview
partner continues,
“that the deep rooting and fixation of misogynous, discriminating and marginalising structures necessitate a focus on these problems being based on women’s view, if changes are to take place. Gender
mainstreaming can only work if at the same time women’s policy and women’s projects are being
maintained (impulses, approaches, ideas, persistence…….).”
For association J the fear consists in the difficulty that gender mainstreaming and women’s promotion
are played off against each other.
“Thus women’s agents become gender mainstreaming agents, money for women’s promotion is
applied to gender projects, contact points for women become contact points for gender questions
and responsibilities are mixed.”
Association D wants to discuss the qualifications of gender agents. The interview partner states that
“since the introduction of gender mainstreaming contact persons for gender mainstreaming in
Pedagogic Academies and in the School’s Authorities shall always show gender parity. But whereas
sometimes one has to question the qualifications of women, indeed, it has to be said that many men
are totally on the wrong place and, as a consequence, ambitious women have to do the work of their
male colleagues additionally. Something is demanded, but the cooperating persons often do not have
the necessary qualifications.”
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Institutions F and G generally doubt that the concept of gender mainstreaming could be realised
satisfactorily, because “its implementation is difficult and takes a long time. Furthermore, there is
barely any or only insufficient political support and stability on its behalf”.
Via the participation in EU-projects many women’s NGOs have the possibility to deal with gender
mainstreaming more intensively. These projects also require the realisation of the objectives of
gender mainstreaming. This is appreciated in principle, but the problem thereby is that these projects
often have a “once-time character”, because it is about pilot projects and because the will to sustainability on the part of the national Governments often does not exist, as associations A, C and D put it.
“Projects are commissioned only once and often there is no possibility of continuation or sustainability. Quite often good pilot projects are started and realised, but then they cannot be continued
because of lacking resources.”

Which Advantages and Hopes Are Connected with Gender
Mainstreaming?
In spite of the critique of gender mainstreaming, great hopes are also connected to it, as was already
evident in the answers to the question of the benefit.
The positive aspects of the concept of gender mainstreaming are diverse and cover a variety of
advantages, e.g. “that gender mainstreaming is more accepted by many proponents, also by men,
than pure women’s policy”, and that all persons willing to realise gender mainstreaming are forced to
formulate gender just goals and also have to deal with “doing gender”. For others, the advantage is
in the first place
“that gender mainstreaming has to be realised regionally and nationally, thus more globally, and that
women’s policy therefore is no longer marginalised, but put into the centre of political decisions.”
(association G).
Further aspects having been mentioned by at least one NGO are: the good theory and the construct
of gender mainstreaming; higher acceptance of gender mainstreaming compared to women’s promotion; reflection on and analysis of the structures and including the gender aspect; better argumentation and authorisation through gender mainstreaming; gender neutrality of the departments is
unmasked by gender mainstreaming; better situating of women specific issues in the total society;
accompanying measures are necessary for the implementation; the differing life realities of men and
women are the starting point; the gender perspective shall be taken into account by all policies.
For the women’s organisation B there is little to be criticised in the basic idea and in the construction
of gender mainstreaming, whereas its realisation is difficult. Gender mainstreaming can be a good
method to make better use of the resource “woman” in economic and business terms.
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Especially organisation A seems to be enthusiastic of the general idea of gender mainstreaming,
given that it is adequately and consequently implemented:
“Gender mainstreaming is a great approach; it demonstrates that discrimination against women
happens everywhere. Through gender mainstreaming the population and politicians become consciously aware of this. If gender mainstreaming is realised consequently it cannot happen anymore
that women are reduced to social issues, family and children; on the contrary they will – just as men
also – be integrated in all political areas. Men are also required to participate, because gender mainstreaming aims at women and men. The gender neutrality of particular departments is unmasked by
gender mainstreaming.”
For association E the advantage of gender mainstreaming lies in the possibility for women’s NGOs
to situate their women specific matters of concern in society in a more effective way and
“that these concerns also lie in the responsibility of men, which shows that they are not only women’s
stuff. The gradual collapse of misogynous structures can succeed only by including men who are
also often the rulers.”
Organisations H and J agree
“that gender mainstreaming can be successfully realised only if the politically formulated aims of
instruments, such as statistic basic data, differentiated gender specific analyses and equality plans
also occur in private business. The realisation has to be evaluated and examined. The gender perspective has to be taken into account by all policies. In practice Germany is lacking obligatory commitments also in the legal founding.”

9.1.3 Benefit and Consequences for NGOs

What Has Happened Until Now in Women’s Promotion Policy
and What Is Still Necessary?
To the question, what has happened in terms of women’s promotion programmes and what is still
necessary and urgently needed, the interviewees mentioned in the first place structural deficiencies
such as poverty and unemployment of women, women’s financial safeguarding being bad or missing
at all (5), difficulties hindering the compatibility of family and profession, small participation of men in
child rearing and household (2), but also the neo-liberal policy of retrenchment, the effects of which
have become hard for women’s organisations during the recent years (4).
No organisation dares to guess whether this development is due to gender mainstreaming. However,
it is evident that the introduction of gender mainstreaming has not changed much in the structural
basic conditions, as association H puts it:
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“Nothing has fundamentally changed in the actual disadvantaging of women concerning their access
to top positions or positions in decision-making, or concerning the compatibility of family and job. The
more necessary it is to include men into the efforts of equality more effectively. From our point of
view, this argues FOR a continuation of the gender mainstreaming policy, given that active measures
to reduce actual disadvantages are involved.”
For organisation F it is
“urgently necessary to abolish the insecurities on the labour market for women and to support them
to get into strategically important positions. There are also only little possibilities for men to care more
for the family, catchword: parental leave.”
Organisation G is collecting gender specific data in the framework of the first gender mainstreaming
projects, e.g. referring to the education of boys and girls until 18 years; this sort of data has not yet
been collected. Thereby it was determined:
“During the school years education is good for both sexes, but later on, at university and in the professional career a segregation can be observed. Therefore, measures would be necessary which
could inspire women to choose ‘male’ studies. It is also true that the number of women in professional life declines due to motherhood and part-time work, and that migrants are limited because of
their education.”
Although in Austria many equality measures have been implemented since 1975 through the introduction of coeducation, association D criticises women’s promotion policy in the area of school and
education:
“Much has been realised since 1975 from the part of equality policy, but however, no real women’s
promotion: Women and girls shall be included linguistically; handicrafts, mechanics and geometric
drawing are no longer just for one gender. The rate of women in higher education has considerably
changed. ‘Gender’ should imperatively be anchored in education. It should not be possible to become
a teacher without having dealt with gender issues. Although there are more women today in higher
education, they are still in specific areas and segregation could not yet be overcome. What is also
missing is an approximately equal participation of women and men concerning power, money, education and caring activities. On higher levels of hierarchy (universities, head offices) women are still
under-represented.”
Association J was able to organise a lot of measures supporting women in the areas of labour market
and professional qualification:
“establishment of advisory centres ‘women and profession’; development of further education
measures adequate for women through changed basic conditions and corresponding topical
concepts; projects for founding an existence; opening up of innovative and forward-looking professional fields for women; mentoring programmes for women; development of special girls’ projects;
Frankfurt guidelines for the promotion of girls’ work in the children and youth aid; women’s promotion
plans in the public services; system of quotas; women’s appointees; autonomous women’s refuges.”
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It is urgently necessary, however, not to cut back these achievements through retrenchment policy or
gender mainstreaming, as continues association J:
“It is unreasonable, that women’ concerns carry on to be pushed to and fro by politics and economy.
Structural improvements of the perspectives concerning work and profession for women are urgently
needed, especially for women who want to or must combine family and gainful employment; the abolition of the gender specific segregation of the labour market; the widening of the professional fields
for women and the creation of prospects of promotion; the networking with all proponents in labour
market policy in the interest of the furtherance of women’s issues.”
Association C observes a general low regard for women’s work in women’s organisations, which
often goes ahead with financial retrenchments. Therefore this association claims together with association A better financial safeguarding of women’s institutions:
“For this work better and sufficient financing should be given; furthermore a strengthening of women’s
organisations and institutions which work in the prevention of violence is absolutely needed. The
NGO is strongly dependent on the Government and therefore always affected by political changes
on the federal level.”
For organisation A women’s advisory centres are classical instruments of women’s promotion.
“The missing financial safeguarding of advisory centres is a big lack, a situation which should eventually be changed. The advisory centres also have a gender mainstreaming dimension, but a great deal
of the work is women’s promotion. The growing dependence on pure project financing makes evident
that women’s promotion is being reduced: A basic financing plus additional projects would be ideal for
the financial safeguarding, but this could not yet be realised and is not realistic for the future either.”

Which Effects Are Being Felt Because of
Gender Mainstreaming?
In answering this question the interviewees were likely to mention rather negative effects: Two NGOs
mentioned the policy of retrenchment and the connected shortenings, two other institutions feared
the cancelling of women’s promotion as well as the reduction of activities specific for target groups.
Not taking part in gender mainstreaming could have negative effects for women’s NGOs, says
another interviewee. Gender mainstreaming could also lead to specific men’s promotion but not to a
fundamental socio-political change.
Negative effects exist for association C because of the
“retrenchment policy and the connected abolition of the Ministry of Women’s Affairs in 2000, the
argument for which has been besides the economic aspect notably the introduction of gender mainstreaming. Politicians of the current Government question the use of women’s institutions to a high
degree, which hardens the work of the women’s NGOs.”
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Organisation D sees a new need for argumentation through gender mainstreaming, as well as the
danger that women’s promotion would be reduced by reinforced men’s promotion in Austria:
“Thus, the new Men’s Department within the Ministry of Social Welfare commissions studies concerning the disadvantaging of men, whereby this should be analysed by the attorney’s office charged
with equality issues. However, only three percent of its clients were male. It is necessary to clear the
male role indeed, but the resources for men’s projects must not be taken from the resources for
women’s projects, this would be the wrong way. There should be serious studies on men as perpetrators, on men and violence, men and the discrimination against women.”
For association J there are in spite of gender mainstreaming
“no improvements in the fundamental political decision-making processes, which still take place under
the guise of a seeming gender neutrality and which do not take into consideration that decisions and
programmes can have different effects on men and women even if this is/was not intended.”
An example for the worsening is the closing of the 14 regional institutions “Woman & Labour Market”
in Germany, which – in the course of the implementation of gender mainstreaming in the regional
structural development – have been united with the regional “Verzahnungsförderungsstellen” (institutions of interlocking promotion). The result after one year, the interviewee of association J declares,
is as follows:
“The goals of the regional authorities for interlocking and equal opportunities were only insufficiently
realised, so that after one year’s experience the further promotion is totally unclear. But the structure
of the regional authorities “Woman & Working World” is destroyed, most of the former advisors have
been dismissed, there is no question of women’s promotion any longer and even the first signs of an
implementation of gender mainstreaming are missing. Therefore, several men have got a perspective
in the interlocking centres under the aspect of gender mainstreaming.”

Are There Any Changes in the Policy of Promotion Through
Gender Mainstreaming?
In this chapter, several questions concerning primarily the policy of promotion are summarized: Are
there any changes in the promotion of projects observable? Did the policy of promotion change since
the introduction of gender mainstreaming? Does gender mainstreaming have a noticeable influence
on project and basic financing? Do city administrations and other sponsors use different criteria for
the implementation of gender mainstreaming?
Four NGOs said that especially in EU-projects, especially in EQUAL-projects, gender mainstreaming
plays an important role for the consent of sponsorship. Only applications with clear and comprehensible goals of gender mainstreaming are supported. Also for the Austrian Labour Market Services
(AMS) gender mainstreaming is – according to two women’s NGOs – a criterion for the promotions.
However, concrete criteria concerning gender mainstreaming or consequences in case of non59

observance seemingly do not yet exist. Three NGOs explicitly feel that women’s promotion is being
reduced and that less women’s projects are commissioned since the introduction of gender mainstreaming. Also new women’s projects do hardly have any chance of being promoted. Only one NGO
remarks that there are more commissions and subventions since the introduction of gender mainstreaming than beforehand.
Organisation F observes that some legislative improvements with regard to gender justice and equal
opportunities have been carried out in the system of furtherance, but there is no interest in a gender
specific collection of data, which very often does not exist.
Organisation C answers these questions as follows:
“In project promotion on the part of the EU gender mainstreaming is a precondition defined in the
calls for tenders. On the federal or local level gender mainstreaming has not yet been a guideline for
subsidy. From the part of the Federal Authorities the tendency is perceptible that social institution
can be replaced by private enterprises – but this cannot be traced back to gender mainstreaming
directly. Fact is that the support of women’s institutions from the part of the Federal Authorities is
reduced with the argument of retrenchment policy. However, there is a positive change in the City of
Vienna, where women’s promotion is supported. Also in EQUAL-projects the support and furtherance
of women is regarded as important and explicitly appreciated. Different criteria on gender mainstreaming from the part of the promoters cannot be made out, in the guidelines of furtherance of the
Federal and State Authorities gender mainstreaming is not mentioned as criterion.”
Association J remarks with regard to the influence on project financing
“that since gender mainstreaming has been introduced, the number of women’s projects was reduced
considerably and that many women’s NGOs do not exist anymore or are going to disappear. I doubt
that the reason for this is gender mainstreaming. There are times when women’s promotion or gender
democracy is not very prominent.”
In association B gender mainstreaming is seen as a precondition to take part in EU-projects. In the
Labour Market Services in Austria (AMS) gender mainstreaming is a fixed passage in the calls, but
has no actual influence; here, there is no real women’s promotion as the focus is at the moment on
unemployed people under 25 and over 50 years. Referring to the differences since the introduction
of gender mainstreaming, the NGO says
“that discussions on gender questions are more frequent again, making evident certain stereotypes.
A lot of measures are demanded by politics, but the necessary resources are not guaranteed. The
influence of gender mainstreaming onto the commissioning of projects is restricted to EQUALprojects. The Women’s Office of the City of Vienna does not demand any criteria from the women’s
NGOs as they suppose that these institutions will do gender adequate work anyway. Gender mainstreaming is a criterion in the WAFF 19 and is considered in the concept.”
19 WAFF: Wiener ArbeitnehmerInnen Förderungsfonds (Viennese Employee’s Promotion Fund) is a model of employee’s
promotion being unique in Europe. The WAFF supports the further professional training of the Viennese and offers programmes
of reintegration of unemployed people in the labour market
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For organisation A changes are perceptible insofar that women’s projects do no longer have any
chance on the ministerial level, only those being old-established are financed partly.
“On the EU level the programme ‘NOW’20 has run out and other focuses have been established. For
women’s institutions it is more and more difficult to participate in calls for tenders because the efforts
for an application become more intensive and more complicated each year; furthermore, in the fourth
action programme only international NGOs are financed.”
The interview partner from association A sees differences in that “NGOs become contractors of institutions”. She remarks, too,
“that in EQUAL-projects gender mainstreaming is an important precondition of participation, but the
role of the gender mainstreaming appointee regarding decision-making and advising competences,
is nevertheless not clearly defined. Improvements are noticeable in the committee of the ESF, where
a representative of the NGOs can participate. This does not yet exist in other funds – such as the
Regional Development or the Agricultural Fund.”
According to this interview partner it is generally difficult to keep the overview. What is missing is in
the first place clear criteria of gender mainstreaming for the commission of promotions. In Austria, a
working group was created which shall work out such criteria, so that women’s NGOs cannot be
passed over by gender mainstreaming.

9.1.4 Definition

How Do You Define Gender Mainstreaming?
Of course all interviewees know the EU-definition of gender mainstreaming, but we were interested
in their personal definition. Four NGOs mention the abolition of gender specific disadvantaging as
goal. Three organisations use instead of gender mainstreaming rather the term “equal opportunities”
for men and women.
For association I gender mainstreaming is a
“promotion under the terms of equal opportunities. It is oriented towards the potentials and not
towards the deficiencies of a specific target group.”

20 NOW: Specific action programme and joint initiative in order to guarantee women’s promotion; was initiated in the 1980s.
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Gender mainstreaming shall work on two levels (micro- and macro-level), as the interviewee of organisation H puts it:
“Micro-level: An organisation and business policy oriented towards equal opportunities, which helps
to reduce disadvantages of women and men concerning the compatibility of family and profession,
the access to managerial positions and atypical fields of work. Macro-level: Implementation of gender
mainstreaming as strategy into all regional and national fields of policy as well as the provision of
necessary data and information.”
Organisation A stresses the importance that gender mainstreaming shall be like a red thread through
all fields and levels.
“All measures and policies are observed by gender mainstreaming as to how they affect women and
men. The image of “plaiting hair” is a good example. Formerly, in classical policies, one plait was
made with all sorts of agendas and fields of policy, and finally women’s promotion was added as kind
of a ribbon. In the course of gender mainstreaming the effects on men and women as well as gender
criteria are considered not just at the end, but right from the beginning twined into the plait.”
Association D emphasises in the first place the top-down strategy with the goal of gender democracy
on all levels:
“Gender mainstreaming begins with structures rather than persons. Gender mainstreaming actually
is a process of organisational development, whereby a stock-taking has to be made first. When introducing specific measures it is always important to reflect onto the possible effects they could have
for women and men and onto the goals.”
Gender mainstreaming sounds quite interesting in theory, in the practical implementation, however,
fundamental questions are to appear soon, which gender mainstreaming has not solved by now:
“e.g. in the area of nursery school, when one observes that there are ten female nurses and just one
male. What is the goal? Half-half? Does this mean that we are to employ men even if they are less
qualified? The policy of gender mainstreaming does not tell anything about what we are going to do
when we depict a grievance. Then it is also about negotiation processes within an organisation:
Where do we want to go to and how can we reach more gender justice? When the view is oriented
towards gender in an organisation it can easily happen that the outcome is kind of defensiveness;
what was not stressed formerly does not run always harmoniously.”
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Are Gender Mainstreaming and Women’s Promotion a
Common Concept?
The majority of the interviewees (eight out of eleven organisations) clearly demands the fulfilment of
the double strategy, which means that women’s promotion and gender mainstreaming are a common
concept and that women’s promotion has to be part of gender mainstreaming as long as there is
structural disadvantaging and the discrimination against women is reality. One organisation points
out that women’s promotion and gender mainstreaming need not be a common concept: They see
the potential of gender mainstreaming rather in making evident the complexity of socio-economic
factors and how they work together in a dynamic relationship.
For association F the strategies of gender mainstreaming and women’s promotion are joint complements, none of them should replace the other, though.
Association D thinks that
“gender mainstreaming and women’s promotion have to be a common concept. Gender mainstreaming without definite women’s promotion would be an absurdity. Doing something particularly
for girls and women, but also for boys and men, is a precondition for the making of gender mainstreaming. It is a decided rule that gender mainstreaming and women’s promotion are a double
strategy.”
Association J agrees with this attitude:
“Gender mainstreaming as a cross sectional or common task supplies women’s promotion, but won’t
replace it. Because gender mainstreaming is nothing more than the appeal to take into consideration
the criterion of gender. How, to which extent, with which contents and in which quality the goal of
equal opportunity is realised is not fixed by this strategy in a concrete way. Therefore, a specific
women’s promotion policy is needed.”
Organisation H demands, besides all which has been said until now, primarily an active promotion of
men,
“particularly in terms of their participation in the occupation with the family or their active taking part
in the areas of child rearing and caring for other family members, which is still dominated by women.
Gender mainstreaming is also part of a diversity approach which could work for the reduction of disadvantaging to an even greater extent. In this context, for example the native origin and the colour of
skin play an important role, as well as the social status, physical handicaps, and the access to
resources in general.”
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9.1.5 Summary

Summary of the Women’s NGOs
Women’s organisations experience disadvantages of and discriminations against women very realistically in their daily work. Through the long lasting occupation with structural and legal power inequalities between women and men, employees of women’s associations have got extensive political
and historical knowledge in gender questions. There, the know-how concerning women’s and equality
issues is concentrated. They are experts concerning women’s and gender policies. Most of our interviewees of the women’s NGOs wish that this competence would be utilised and not forgotten about.
As already mentioned at the beginning, there is a critical doubt about gender mainstreaming from
the side of women’s NGOs, which has also been confirmed in our survey. However, a general
rejection or refusal to deal with it has not been noticed. Nearly the opposite has become evident, as
most of the women’s NGOs deal with gender mainstreaming in a concrete manner, either through
the participation in projects or through cooperation and network activities, in internal or external
measures of further education, at conferences or by means of publications. Whereas the participation
and concrete dealing with the topic is in all NGOs just at the beginning, most of them perceive a
financial and topical benefit and an opportunity to deal with the concept and the implementation, but
also with the effects of this new strategy. This is viewed positively for the organisations themselves
as well as for those women and target groups which they care for.
Most of the surveyed women’s organisations have acquired competence in gender mainstreaming.
Some offer their co-operators consciously trainings in their own ‘gender workshops”, where they
become gender trainers and advisors. There, gender mainstreaming is connected with organisational
consulting. One women’s NGO which is occupied in the area of labour market policy has acquired
more commissions since the participation in gender mainstreaming than beforehand. Other NGOs
notice more inquiries concerning gender mainstreaming or are integrated in committees to which
they would not have access without their specific skills as experts. Several organisations have
included gender mainstreaming into the organisation’s principles, fixed it in the statutes or anchored
it in the model.
If, as is generally known, the feminist women’s policy scares away men and women, many people
hope that gender mainstreaming would produce a broader and more attractive effect onto the general
public. Some interviewees have mentioned the hope that through gender mainstreaming more men
could feel aimed at, that man could be taken into responsibility and included in gender questions
more intensively. In this they also perceive an opportunity to improve the socio-political basic conditions in favour of gender justice, from which also women would benefit.
The fear that gender mainstreaming could be played off against women’s promotion or that women’s
promotion could be ‘forgotten about’ is expressed by all NGOs in our survey. All interviewees demand
therefore that gender mainstreaming must be considered as a double strategy and as additional and
supportive measure for the work of women’s NGOs. Some interview partners criticise that decisionmakers often do not know or consciously ignore that gender mainstreaming is a double strategy with
the component of explicit women’s promotion. Their argument is often that a women’s NGO would
not offer anything to men. Pure women’s promotion is rejected if one starts to set off how much money
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is spent for men’s and women’s promotion, because this would counteract the concept of gender
mainstreaming.
The critique on gender mainstreaming concerns in the first place the general fear that by means of
gender mainstreaming women’s promotion policy could be badly affected, reduced or abolished in
the end. Also the curtailment of activities and projects specific for certain target groups is mentioned
in this context. At the moment women’s NGOs have the opportunity to participate in gender mainstreaming primarily by participating in EU-programmes. Several EU-programmes demand explicitly
to deal with gender mainstreaming and to work out gender mainstreaming objectives. This development is generally appreciated by the women’s organisations, but the problem is still that these
projects often have a “one-time character”, e.g. as pilot projects and because the will to sustainability
is not given on the side of the national Governments.
Most NGOs do not see a connection between the implementation of the gender mainstreaming policy
and the retrenchment policy and the referring curtailments which can be felt in all participating
countries and cities. As analyses and results of gender budgeting do not yet exist, the NGOs are not
able to judge this item. They guess that the curtailments measures are part of a global neo-liberal
tendency. In fact, this development makes women’s NGOs feel insecure and endangers the survival
of many of them.
The implementation of gender mainstreaming is a process which, according to the interview partners,
requires sufficient personnel and financial resources, as the implementation is a long-term matter
which has to be continued with persistence. Gender mainstreaming demands a lot of work and an
intensive dealing with all participants. Analyses, data collection, formulation and realisation of
objectives always have to be observed in order to be implemented step by step.
From the women’s NGOs’ point of view a considerable structural improvement of the situation of
women through the implementation of gender mainstreaming cannot be perceived. Therefore gender
mainstreaming is desirable as an instrument to strengthen female participation and to include women
in decision-making processes, but in reality it cannot yet be noticed. The existing disadvantages and
power inequalities between women and men are still sustained in all socio-political areas: professional
life, compatibility of family and profession, salaries and wages, politics, education, poverty, etc.

9.2. Results of the Questionnaire: Survey in Municipal
Authorities
The interviews with the municipal authorities have been carried out in summer 2004, the survey and
the data therefore refer to this period. However, we could not include any innovation or change having
taken place in the meantime, except for Vienna. In this case we have tried to work in the most
important changes which have arisen during autumn 2004, as the access to additional information
was more easy here. Unfortunately this updating was not possible for the other towns.
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9.2.1. Profile
According to the last population census, Vienna had 1.550,123 inhabitants in 2001, 51 percent of
whom (818,779) were female. The municipality is divided into 67 departments. Responsible for
gender and women’s affairs, equal treatment and opportunities is in the first place the “Frauenbüro
der Stadt Wien – MA 57” (Women’s Office of the City of Vienna). Apart from that there is an own
control office for workaday and gender equitable planning and constructing within the “Magistratsabteilung für Stadtentwicklung und Stadtplanung – MA 18” (Department of Urban Development and
Planning). Moreover Vienna disposes of five independent equal treatment agents, one women’s
health agent (all of them being female) and an advisory centre for women in the “Wiener Wirtschaftsförderungsfonds” (Economy Promotion Fund of Vienna). In the Women’s Office 34 women 21 are
working, four women work in the central office for workaday equitable planning, one woman works in
the Economy Promotion Fund.
Venice had 271,663 inhabitants in 2003, 141,256 of them were women. Resposible for gender related
issues is the “Direzione Centrale Politiche Sociali, Educative e Sportive” (Central Office of Social
Policy, Education and Sports), and for women’s and equal treatment items “Il Settore Cittadinanza
delle Donne e Culture delle Differenze – Centro Donne” (Women’s and Diversity Department –
Women’s Centre). 30 women are working in this Women’s and Diversity Department.
952,000 persons live in Turin, 470,019 of them are women. For topics such as gender mainstreaming
and gender equality “La Divisione Servizi Educative – Settore Pari Opportunità e Politiche di Genere”
(Department for Education, Office for Equal Opportunity and Gender Policies) is responsible. Two
men and eleven women are working in this department.
Frankfurt has 650,000 inhabitants, 331,869 of them being female. The municipality is divided into
eleven departments with various associated offices. For gender issues the “Frauenreferat” (Women’s
Office) is responsible in cooperation with the “Gesamtfrauenbeauftragte” (General Women’s Agent);
whereas the Women’s Office is responsible for the citizens, the General Women’s Agent is
accountable only for the employees. Gender mainstreaming and gender policies are winded up
together, which means that women’s promotion and gender mainstreaming are implemented as joint
and dual strategy. The Women’s Office employs ten staffers. In 2003, after the implementation of
gender mainstreaming, a male advisor has been employed for gender issues.
Rome has 3,5 million inhabitants, 52,3 percent thereof being female. The municipality consists of a
political and an administrative level. Department I is responsible for human resource management,
Department XVII for gender equality in the City of Rome. On the local level gender mainstreaming is
just at the beginning of being implemented. At the moment five officials are working in the area of
gender mainstreaming and women’s affairs on the administrative level. On the political level there is
a commission of town councils, in which twelve women from the municipality are represented. Additionally there is a local commission for each district. Women having dealt with the development of
gender issues have been elected into these local commissions.
21 Including the “Frauennotruf der Stadt Wien” (Women’s Emergency Call of the City of Vienna), being reachable 24 hours a day.
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Among the 599,544 inhabitants of Rotterdam 304,808 are women. About half of the population are
migrants coming primarily from Surinam, Turkey, Marocco, and from the Netherlands Antilles. On the
municipal level there are about ten departments and 15 further municipal service organisations. The
Department of Public Health (GGD) is occupied with women’s affairs and gender equality issues,
though just one woman is responsible for all these tasks. In case additional personnel is needed,
external project managers or free lancers are taken on.

Equality Objectives within the Department/Municipality
Nearly 40 employees are occupied in the Women’s Department of the City of Vienna. Their major
fields of work are advisory services (emergency call for women, women’s telephone, and girls’
telephone). The Department works on the basics and initiates women and gender specific model
projects, evaluates the effects of measures and projects, advises and trains other departments and
institutions outside of the Municipality in gender specific questions and projects. Further occupation
contains public relations, participation in networks and examination of bills of law. For the internal
women’s promotion in the Municipality of the City of Vienna five independent Representatives of
Equal Treatment have been appointed in 1996; moreover, the Mayor enacts women’s promotion
plans for a period of six years. The ensuring of a broad offer of women’s institutions and projects
concerns the municipal councillors of Vienna and the Women’s Department of the City of Vienna very
much.
Venice wants to include women more intensively into decision-making processes. Further targets are
to strengthen diversity, to abolish any kind of discrimination against women, and to implement international ‘best-practice models’ – concrete measures have not been mentioned.
Turin wants to integrate gender questions in all areas of policy and to abolish existing inequalities.
How and with which strategies they want to reach this was not explained in the questionnaires.
Since the beginning the Women’s Department in Frankfurt stood up for equal opportunities and
gender democracy in all areas of society. Their occupation is concentrated particularly on the following areas: labour market policy and education/training, violence against women, girl’s policy,
culture and sports, urban development and city planning, women’s promotion and gender mainstreaming, and intercultural understanding.
In Rome, the target is to put gender mainstreaming on the political agenda and to implement it on
the local and district level. Furthermore one tries to anchor equal treatment and its effects on city
policies in the public consciousness.
In Rotterdam there are no official equality objectives, whereas ethnic representation has become a
target.
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9.2.2. Anchoring of Gender Mainstreaming in the
Administration
Introduction of Gender Mainstreaming

Three Municipalities (Vienna, Frankfurt and Rome) name as reason for the introduction of gender
mainstreaming international conferences (e.g. the World Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995)
and other debates. In all six towns the introduction took place officially by passing referring laws.
In Vienna gender mainstreaming was officially anchored in the “Geschäftseinteilung”22 (division of
affairs) on January, 1st 2000. Thereby it was fixed that gender mainstreaming was a task of the
Women’s Office. The impetus to introduce gender mainstreaming came from the employees of the
Women’s Department as well as from the office of the City Councillor of Women’s Issues. As starting
shot in Vienna served the conference Milena 23 in 2000; in 2001 the internal signal was given by a
road show in which all departments and offices took part.
The City of Frankfurt has a long tradition of women’s and gender policy. In the assembly of the
Municipal Council on August, 29th 2002 the Municipal Councillors of Frankfurt decided that the City
of Frankfurt “will in future realise the gender mainstreaming principle as central part of politics and
administration on all levels”. Already before this decision, after the Amsterdam Contract in 1999, there
had been a discussion on gender mainstreaming. This discussion had been initiated by the then head
of the Women’s Department and its employees.
In Turin the Regional Government is working at the moment on a revision of the legislative rules for
the Region of Piedmont. Article 12, dealing with the equality of men and women, is already ratified,
i.e. incorporated into the new legislative rules.
In Italy the Federal Law No. 53 was passed on the national level on March, 8th 2000. This law comprises important recommendations from the resolution of the World Conference on Women in Beijing
from 1995. On the basis of this resolution, the major of Rome began to initiate a “City time and
timetable plan” in which proponents of trade unions, of the public services and of the police came
together. Through this Federal Law the parental leave for fathers was also introduced. The impulse
for the initiation of these gender mainstreaming measures was also the Beijing Conference in 1995.
In Venice there is a Department for Equal Treatment since the 1980s. The introduction is dated with
July, 10th 1979, this is indicated also in the questionnaire, but this is a Governmental Decision which
has been adapted several times since then. The initiative to implement gender mainstreaming came
from a few women in the Municipality of Venice.

22 In the “Geschäftseinteilung”, which is passed by the Municipal Council, the responsibilities of each department are fixed.
23 After an international conference in the framework of the East-West-Network Milena in 2000 where a European exchange of
experiences had taken place, a large-scale road show for decision-makers in the political context and on the administrative level
followed in December 2001. It was the aim of this event to present concrete possibilities of the implementation of gender
mainstreaming in different fields of administration, giving examples of the Viennese and the European practice
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The Municipal Council of Rotterdam passed a law on gender mainstreaming in 2002. This was
initiated by a report on the reorientation of Rotterdam’s entire emancipation policy. In this report,
which had been commissioned by the responsible City Councillor, the importance of gender mainstreaming was emphasised.

Who Is Responsible for the Coordination of and Compliance
with Gender Mainstreaming?
In Vienna as well as in Frankfurt gender mainstreaming agendas are coordinated by the Women’s
Departments. In Rome the Committee for Equal Opportunities, being in the process of organisation,
is responsible for the coordination and realisation of gender mainstreaming. Also in Venice it is the
Committee for Equal Treatment taking over the tasks of coordination, whereas in Turin the City Councillor of Education and Equality as well as her Coordination Director are responsible for the coordination and implementation. In Rotterdam, the City Councillor of Emancipation takes over the coordination; for the realisation of gender mainstreaming the Department of Public Health is responsible.

Which Supporting Structures and Resources are/were there
for Gender Mainstreaming?
This question is answered by Ursula Bauer from the Women’s Department of the City of Vienna as
follows:
“It is clearly the staffers of the Women’s Department being the resource for the implementation of
gender mainstreaming. Furthermore, there is a particular budget of order for the preparation of
external expertises. Political support comes in the first place from the City Councillor of Women’s
Affairs and from the City Councillor of Planning. However, there is no clear structure of support and
no personnel increase for the Women’s Department.”
But since its creation the budget of the Women’s Office has been quadrupled.
In Frankfurt, additional resources and supporting measures were made available, as explains
Gabriele Wenner from the Women’s Department:
“With the new appointment to the Control Centre and the construction of the Centre of the Implementation of Gender Mainstreaming in 2002, the responsibility of the conception of implementation was
given to the Women’s Department. Therefore the Department was provided with personnel and
financial resources.”
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The other towns could not give any specification concerning the structures of support. For the
(financial) resources see also the question: How Much Money is/was Spent for Women’s Promotion
and Gender Mainstreaming?

Is there an Overall Strategy for the Implementation of Gender
Mainstreaming?
In Vienna and Rotterdam there is no overall strategy, single model projects being carried out at the
moment. In Frankfurt and Rome a framework plan respectively the so-called “City time and timetable
plan”24 through resolution 53/00 were established. In Venice and Turin gender mainstreaming is
anchored as programme of the Municipalities respectively as processing cross sectional matter.
The model projects in Vienna “are rather a ‘bottom-up’ principle in contrast to the literal ‘top-down’
principle of gender mainstreaming”, explains Ursula Bauer:
“In Vienna the realisation of gender mainstreaming began ‘bottom-up’ through pilot projects in
selected departments, where a basic sensitisation and a methodological basic knowledge were
available through an already long-term cooperation between the Department 57, the MD-BD “Central
Office for Workaday and Gender Sensitive Planning and Constructing”, the Representative of
Women’s Health of the City of Vienna and the Representatives of Equal Treatment. Particularly committed offices are the following ones: Offices in the area of youth work outside of school, the Cultural
Office (with its annual women’s cultural report as part of the ‘normal’ cultural report), the Horticultural
Office (with the change from punctual flowing in of women specific aspects to standardised gender
just shaping of public parks/playgrounds), and especially the Department of Planning.”
Here we want to present a further Viennese model project and a model district in terms of gender
mainstreaming:
“GENDER MODEL DISTRICT”

In the Department of Planning the first gender mainstreaming model project entitled “Gender Model
District” was started in September 2001, going back to the initiative of the then City Councillor of
Women’s Affairs25 and the City Councillor of Planning26 . Thereby the “Leitstelle für alltags- und frauengerechtes Planen und Bauen” (Central Office for Workaday and Gender Sensitive Planning and
Constructing), being situated in the Department of Construction, was in charge. As a first step
computer aided district maps were created. This material shall support the District Representatives
in gender sensitive decision-making concerning projects in the public space. In addition to these
maps a handbook with recommendations and guidelines for planning was compiled.

24 For more information on the „City time and timetable plan” in Rome see chapter “Gender Mainstreaming in Italy /
Gender Mainstreaming in Rome”.
25 City Councillor Renate Brauner
26 Rudolf Schicker
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As an illustration of the process of gender mainstreaming, an inner-city pilot district was chosen,
namely the Sixth District of Vienna. All sections of the Department of Planning and Traffic were obliged
during the first three years to describe the gender specific effects of each planning and each measure
in this district and to carry out a process of weighting in terms of equal opportunities. As preparation,
all co-operators being occupied in this district – from the managers to the consultants and the work
masters – got training in gender mainstreaming.
An evaluation accompanied this process. In co-determination projects the attention is directed to the
choice of forms which encourage women adequately to participate. 27

What Is the State of the Implementation?
In Vienna the aim was in summer 2004, when the interview was carried out, to define an overall
concept and to introduce a control group. In autumn 2004, a particular gender mainstreaming agent of
the City of Vienna was appointed, who shall work out an overall concept and supervise its realisation
with the support of a control group. Moreover the Academy of Administration has established a gender
mainstreaming training for the next generation of the managerial staff.
In Rome, Venice and Rotterdam the implementation of gender mainstreaming is in the first stage. This
process shall be urged also by the project “Sister Cities Going Gender”. Only in Frankfurt the Women’s
Department was reorganised in terms of personnel and contents under the consideration of gender
mainstreaming aspects. Furthermore, there is a framework plan for the implementation of gender mainstreaming and road shows, an own gender budget in the Department of Finance, a control group, and
model projects being planned.

Which Obstacles and Reactions Do/Did Occur in the Implementation of Gender Mainstreaming?
In Vienna, Frankfurt and Turin the reactions to the introduction of gender mainstreaming were positive
and negative alike. The objective in Vienna is to reach a stronger integration of the gender perspective;
in Frankfurt, the finished model projects shall be transferred into the mainstream, so that the offices
themselves will be responsible for the application of gender mainstreaming; in Rome, a Committee for
Equal Treatment and a gender budged shall be established, and the careers of women in the public
services shall be supported actively on the local level. In Venice, empowerment of women in the public
services is aimed at; in Turin, the culture of equal treatment shall be strengthened, and in Rotterdam
the budgets for measures shall be equal for both gender groups.

27 For further information on model projects see: http://www.wien.gv.at/ma57/gendermainstreaming/fachbereich.htm
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According to Ursula Bauer “lacking consciousness was one of the obstacles in Vienna”.
“In the beginning it was not understood that for the realisation of gender mainstreaming additional
resources were needed, in order to carry out data collections or expand the controlling system. At
the moment it is in the first place women dealing with gender mainstreaming. What is missing is a
structure and a clear target from the part of the top of the administration. With regard to the reaction
one can say that it seems to be easier to push through gender mainstreaming than women’s promotion, because men are or should be integrated into the process, too.”
The project “Sister Cities Going Gender” has lead to positive and interesting reactions on the part of
politics and public in Frankfurt. In the (women’s) political public there is a mixture of reactions to the
introduction of gender mainstreaming. There are negative and critical attitudes as well as positive
ones which expect an improvement of the situation.
Renunciatory and critical reactions or a certain resistance were perceptible also in Frankfurt, in spite
of an axiomatic resolution, on the part of some people from politics or administration. Gender mainstreaming is regarded critically in principle, especially when a men is employed for gender mainstreaming agendas, as explains Gabriele Wenner from the Women’s Department of the City of
Frankfurt:
“The introduction of gender mainstreaming in Frankfurt is a topic since 1999 and is critically observed
by the (women’s) political public. Especially the employment of a male referee in the area of gender
mainstreaming has lead to inquiries and could move the Women’s Department into the centre of
interest of press reviews.”

Which Competences and Qualifications Shall
Gender Mainstreaming Appointees Have?
As there are no gender mainstreaming appointees in four towns, this question was answered only
marginally. In Turin, there is a Committee which in future shall take over the tasks of gender mainstreaming, too. In Rome as well a Committee for Equal Treatment was created at the end of October
2004, being in charge of gender issues. There were no special qualifications mentioned, whereas a
strong motivation and a broad knowledge on the functioning of public administration would be
important.
In Venice,, the Committee for Equal Treatment exists already; the qualifications consist of university
education, specific trainings and courses, sensitivity and networking with gender mainstreaming
initiatives on the local and European level.
In Frankfurt, a male referee was employed for the implementation of gender mainstreaming processes;
he is working in the gender team of the Women’s Department together with the Head of the
Department. Qualifications such as gender knowledge, gender competence, ability to discuss controversial problems, persuasiveness and patience are indispensable preconditions.
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Only in Vienna a gender mainstreaming appointee was established and provided with clear tasks.
Here the gender mainstreaming appointee exists since October 2004; he is situated in the Magistrate
Directorate and working by order of the Director of Magistrate. Furthermore, a control group was
created which shall work out guidelines for the implementation of gender mainstreaming until mid
2005, lay down referring objectives and suggest model projects for the realisation.

Shall Gender Mainstreaming Be Taken Over by the Women’s
Departments?
The interviewees in Vienna, Frankfurt and Venice think that gender mainstreaming is well taken care
of by the Women’s Departments. They fulfil the preconditions for the implementation best because
they dispose of contacts to other Departments and because they have acquired gender competence
and specific skills during many years. Apart from that they can furthermore demand women’s promotion programmes and take care that these will not be reduced. It is the task of Women’s
Departments to observe the development of gender mainstreaming. Whereas Rome could not answer
the question of the participation of Women’s Offices, Turin remarked that there would be advantages
and disadvantages alike if Women’s Offices implemented gender mainstreaming, but these could not
be described with more detail. Rotterdam would appreciate if each department would realise gender
mainstreaming itself, which could be accomplished easily via management contracts, themed: "It's
better to have a rule than a person."

Are Men Integrated in Equal Opportunity Issues?
The interviewees of Rome, Venice and Rotterdam share the attitude that men are integrated into the
realisation of gender mainstreaming. In three towns (Vienna, Frankfurt, Turin) men are integrated
into the realisation of and work with gender mainstreaming only to a small degree. Gabriele Wenner
remarks thereto:
“This is from my point of view due to the fact that the topic has been discussed primarily from the
women’s perspective. But at the moment there are some developments, such as work with boys or
the dealing with the topic ‘Fatherhood and Career’, which I appreciate very much.”
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Where Are the Advantages and Disadvantages in the
Anchoring of Gender Mainstreaming as a Cross Sectional
Matter Compared to Women’s and Equality Policy?
In Frankfurt, as in Germany generally, women’s policy claims to be a cross sectional topic and is
anchored as such. In Rome, Venice, Turin, and Rotterdam the advantage of gender mainstreaming is
seen in the possibility to be included as a cross sectional matter in all areas and policies.
Ursula Bauer from Vienna remarks:
“Women’s policy is one way to reach equality, whereas here we start from women’s deficiencies.
Gender mainstreaming in contrast is a much more offensive approach: It is not women who have to
change but society and men. Apart from that, gender mainstreaming is more compatible with administration and often the approach towards it is charged with less prejudices.”

Are There Any Remarkable Changes Through the
Implementation of Gender Mainstreaming?
Only few interviewees could answer this question, because by now gender mainstreaming is
anchored only rudimentarily and often the process is just at the beginning, as remarks Ursula Bauer,
too and the realisation of gender mainstreaming should ideally be based on three pillars:
“The basis and first dimension is the anchoring of gender mainstreaming in the structures and processes of an organisation in order to create the necessary basic preconditions for its realisation. The
realisation of gender mainstreaming consists again of two dimensions, namely the external realisation in the public services/official activities for their clients/citizens and the internal realisation in
personnel management for the equation of the employees.”
Ursula Bauer continues that if promotions are intersected with gender mainstreaming, an argumentation on equal opportunities and gender equality has to take place, including all participants.

Gender Mainstreaming
Externe Umsetzung:
in den Produkten
und Dienstleistungen
für die KundInnen

Interne Umsetzung:
im Personalmanagement
für die MitarbeiterInnen

Verankerung in der Organisation
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How Much Money Was/Is Spent for Women’s Promotion and
Gender Mainstreaming?
In the Women’s Office of the City of Vienna the budget of commissions and the promotions of
women’s associations and women’s refuges have increased28.
“However, it is difficult to reconstruct how much money was spent for gender mainstreaming in 2003,
because too many institutions are in charge of gender mainstreaming; but more money is spent for
equality measures now than formerly. In the City of Vienna women’s promotion and gender mainstreaming exist side by side. It is a complementary strategy, consisting of a strong component of
women’s promotion and a strong cross sectional matter; these components complement each other
rather well, as there is no competition or rivalry. The money which is used for gender mainstreaming
has been rededicated. There is no particular budget for gender mainstreaming and no gender budget,
too.” (Ursula Bauer)
Also in Frankfurt, gender mainstreaming has not yet been anchored extensively, as Gabriele Wenner
points out:
“At the beginning there was plenty of uncertainty if the existing structures and offers for girls and
women would be done away with or if e.g. women’s projects would have to do something for men,
too. This has calmed down a little.”
In 1998 the budget of the Women’s Department in Frankfurt was 2,164,713 Euros, compared to
2,708,000 Euros in 2003. This amount includes all costs of the Women’s Department (human
resources, material costs, allowances). In 2003 2,581 Euros were spent for incentive events in
Frankfurt. Gender mainstreaming and women’s policy are used commonly as double strategy in order
to reach gender equality. It is furthermore stressed that gender mainstreaming does not replace
women’s policy or women’s promotion. The money for gender mainstreaming was pushed through
by the Head of Department in the course of the budgetary debates as additional means of the
Women’s Department for women’s promotion.
In Rome, according to the interviewee Francesca Romana Marta, “the consciousness of gender
equality was raised since the beginning of the implementation”. The amount of about 100,000 Euros
which has been spent each year for equal treatment in the years 1998 to 2003, has stayed the same.
Only in 2003 about 150,000 Euros were spent for women related projects. However, these are not
called gender mainstreaming projects. Regarding gender mainstreaming nothing has been realised
till now. The percentage of gender mainstreaming is lower than that of traditional women’s promotion.
90 percent of the money for projects within the municipality comes from the budget of the City of
Rome, ten percent are raised by the EU or private sponsorship.

28 See the table to the question: Which Supporting Structures and Resources are/were there for Gender Mainstreaming?
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“In Venice, a higher presence of women in the public services and also on the higher levels can be
observed since the implementation of gender mainstreaming”, say the interviewees Anna Ferramosca
and Michela Reale. In 1998 260,000 Euros were spent for women’s promotion, in 2003 300,630
Euros. The amount for gender mainstreaming projects was 23,104 Euros in 2003; the proportion
between gender mainstreaming and women’s promotion is about 50:100. The financial means for
gender mainstreaming were fixed in the Law Nr. 285/97, and are supplied by the communal budgets.
Susanne Rorato from Turin remarks that since the introduction of gender mainstreaming “the consciousness for gender and equality issues has changed positively on the political and administrative
level, which has become evident primarily in the promotion policy”. In 1998 8,000,000 Lire were spent
for women’s promotion projects, in 2003 170,039 Euros; for gender mainstreaming projects – for the
Committee for Equal Treatment and the Gender Offices – 176,778 Euros have been spent in 2003.
Gender mainstreaming comprises a wider field than women’s promotion and makes use of a more
complex and effective method. The money for gender mainstreaming comes from the communal
budget and from the ESF.
In Rotterdam, gender mainstreaming has not yet been implemented, therefore no changes are to
observe. For women’s projects about 1,200,000 Euros have been spent in 1998 and 2003 alike,
whereas no own budget was provided for gender mainstreaming in 2003, only for the project “Sister
Cities Going Gender” about 20,000 Euros have been spent. In case money is spent for gender mainstreaming, this can only be supplied by the budget for emancipation.

9.2.3. Outward Policy

Is the Introduction of a Gender Budget Considered?
Considerations to introduce a gender budget or to carry out referring model projects exist in all towns.
Vienna is far away from a gender budget, but there are model projects on the district level and in
December 2004 a conference concerning gender budget took place. In Frankfurt, first steps are established to realise a gender budget for the financial period 2005/06. In Rome and Rotterdam, a pilot
project concerning gender budget is checked in the course of the project “Sister Cities Going Gender”;
here, however, not all areas shall be covered by the gender budget, but only very specific ones. In
Venice, there exists a gender budget for the municipal school inspectorate, an adaptation of this
principle for the whole administration being considered. In Turin, there are until now only considerations in theory, but emphasis is placed on active exchange of ideas and information with other municipalities.
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Is There a Political Marketing of Gender Mainstreaming?
In Rome and Rotterdam no political commercialisation of gender mainstreaming is practised. In
Venice, the municipal school inspector, in Vienna the City Councillor of Women’s Affairs and the City
Councillor of Planning are in charge of the political marketing. In Frankfurt, marketing concerning
gender mainstreaming is carried out primarily in the course of the project “Sister Cities Going
Gender”, because this project has attracted attention from the beginning, as Gabriele Wenner
explains:
“There are requests from all parties concerning the implementation and a high degree of attention for
the realisation of gender mainstreaming.”

How Do You Evaluate Best-Practice Models and Which
Significance Do the Gender Mainstreaming Projects of Your
Town Have Compared to Other European Towns?
Francesca Romana Marta thinks
“that on the political level the City of Rome is evaluated not too badly in the European comparison,
but that it could have a stronger influence on the European level if it had a better programme of
gender mainstreaming.”
Turin and Venice also estimate themselves positively in their European significance. Ursula Bauer
(Vienna) remarks that the model examples are evaluated very positively by the Municipality and also
supported by the Women’s Office. The realisation of gender mainstreaming rests at the moment upon
three pillars:
“Firstly, in the area of the Academy of Administration, which, due to its controlling function, influences
the organisation; secondly, via the internal women’s promotion and the Equal Treatment Appointees,
and thirdly through the external women’s promotion, e.g. by the WAFF29 or in the area of women’s
health and education. The Sixth District of Vienna has become a model district, whereas the thus
gained experiences shall be worked up and transferred to other districts.”
Vienna estimates itself positively in the European comparison and what concerns the realisation of
gender mainstreaming, one is oriented towards cities being considerably in advance, such as Berlin
or Birmingham.
In Frankfurt, the beginning implementation of the gender budget is mentioned as best-practice model.
With regards to the significance in the European comparison, Gabriele Wenner from Frankfurt says:

29 Viennese Employee’s Promotion Fund
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“Because of its importance as international financial centre, Frankfurt has generally a big European
influence which could be used also for the gender mainstreaming process. In cooperation with the
municipalities and organisations taking part in the project “Sister Cities Going Gender”, the City of
Frankfurt makes an effort to take over a pilot role in the implementation process of gender mainstreaming.”

9.2.4. Goals of Gender Mainstreaming and Equation

Are the Objectives of Gender Mainstreaming Clearly Defined
in Your Administration?
Four towns (Vienna, Rome, Turin, and Rotterdam) criticise that there are no clear objectives or definitions of gender mainstreaming, these exist only rudimentarily.
A clear definition of the objectives exists in Vienna only with regards to the Women’s Promotion Plans,
but not concerning gender mainstreaming, as Ursula Bauer points out.
“Concerning gender mainstreaming, the formulations are often very spongy and without concrete
statements. There’s no evaluation or feedback, too. Thus, there are no clear objectives concerning
gender mainstreaming or equation. Gender mainstreaming has positive effects in administration and
big organisations, but the population, however, does not perceive these measures as gender mainstreaming.”
In Frankfurt it is the aim to integrate equality issues into the work of all departments. By means of
model projects the objective is fixed and cut to size together with the departments. At the moment,
the fulfilment of the objective is not an integrated part of the various policies, but a surplus task of the
administration. However, in the long-term development it shall become part of any policy.
Gabriele Wenner continues referring to this:
“The realisation of gender mainstreaming is seen as a process, thus it has been calculated that if we
continue with the same pace as we did until now, it would last another 300 years until all positions
would be equally occupied by men and women.”
In Venice it is the aim to continue the pursued course in gender policy. The realisation of this objective
is an integrated part of the administration. In case the target would not be reached, this would be due
to lacking professional vigour of the municipal officials.
In Rotterdam, there would be a clear definition of the objectives, but it fails in terms of implementation and political will, as Tamara von de Wijdeven points out:
“The internal aim is that every department shall contribute to gender justice. So if the town is
interested in gender mainstreaming, which still has to be clarified, it will have to make a clear distri78

bution of responsibility and competences. According to the external objectives, it can be mentioned
that the needs of women in the public services shall not be perceived only as special target group
‘women’, but that the resources shall be provided at least to one half for women; these targets,
however, could not be reached by now.”

9.2.5. Visions

Which Hopes and Fears Are Connected With the Anchoring of
Gender Mainstreaming?
As hopes it was mentioned, “that the topic women’s policy and gender issues will no longer be in a
marginalised position but put into the centre and applied in all departments” (Vienna), or “that gender
democracy will become an objective and that gender specific data will bring about more transparency”
(Frankfurt). Francesca Romana Martha from Rome hopes
“that through gender mainstreaming new approaches and methods will be integrated in the local institutions and that a consciousness for gender equality issues will come up, that the financial and
political methods of budgeting will change, and that women will occupy higher positions through
systematic careers and lobbying.”
Venice hopes for support, financial resources and exchange.
Susanna Rorato form Turin wishes for “a higher sensibility concerning gender questions and the
objective to reach equal rights”. According to Tamara von de Wijdeven women’s appointees in Rotterdam do not expect very much of gender mainstreaming, “because they themselves are not yet
used to working with gender mainstreaming. They are therefore anxiously trying to keep up their
offers and fear that in future they will not be able to do this any more”.
Frankfurt expects more space for innovation and less compensation, because the use of gender
mainstreaming in administration could have preventive effects, as explains Gabriele Wenner:
“This means that measures/decisions are qualified and therefore ‘rectifications’ would be unnecessary. For example: to survey the need of further education in a gender specific way and develop
referring offerings; to conceptualise the criteria of choice and evaluation of the personnel in a gender
neutral way. More transparency in administration through improved gender specific data collection,
therefore better basis for the work with women’s appointees. As example one can look at the differentiation of the existing data of the women’s promotion plan, which creates better preconditions for
an appropriate human resources planning (age structure; how are the personnel costs distributed on
women and men; who uses to which extent part time work or telework, etc.).”
Concerning the fears Frankfurt mentions
“that gender mainstreaming could be viewed at and employed as an alternative and not as an addition
to women’s promotion and that grown structures such as the competences of women’s appointees
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und women’s promotion could become obsolete. There is the danger that women’s appointees
become gender appointees ‘underhand’, unless we succeed in defining clear structures of responsibility and levels of work and decision.”
Further anxieties concern the danger that through gender mainstreaming women’s promotion could
be stopped and that this will bring about a division among women (Vienna), as well as indifference
and the lacking of financial resources (Venice).

9.2.6 Gender Mainstreaming and Women’s NGOs

Which Use Can Women’s NGOs Hope for through the
Anchoring of Gender Mainstreaming?
Our interview partners from any town predominantly perceive advantages for women’s NGOs. Only
Vienna fears, in spite of many advantages, “that with the argument of gender mainstreaming women’s
NGOs could be marginalised, as it is the case at the moment on the level of Federal Government”.
Vienna perceives the use of gender mainstreaming for women’s NGOs in the fact
“that the administrations are dependent on NGOs in order to acquire gender competences. From this
arouses a mutual, deeper acceptance. In Vienna, women’s NGOs are included by commissioned
expertises and supported by subventions.”
Also in Frankfurt gender mainstreaming offers the possibility to women’s NGOs
“to bring themselves in as experts and to make their mark. If gender mainstreaming is implemented,
it shall strengthen the women’s NGO, because their know-how and also their offerings for girls and
women are needed. Women’s NGOs have not been included as experts so far, but this will be
regarded as reasonable and will perhaps be realised with the introduction of model projects.
Moreover, an event for NGOs concerning gender mainstreaming is planned.”
In Rome one expects that women’s NGOs will profit of gender mainstreaming, but this could not be
described in detail.
For Venice there are a lot of possibilities for women’s NGOs due to gender mainstreaming: “From
the visualisation of support to the synergy of resources. Women’s NGOs are involved by planning
and cooperation.”
Turin thinks that due to gender mainstreaming women’s NGOs have the advantage to make themselves heard and to get financial, material and moral support. Although women’s NGOs are no official
consultants, they can make their contribution to gender policies.
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Rotterdam guesses that through gender mainstreaming the possibilities for women’s NGOs to bring
in their concerns into the mainstream will be better; furthermore, they will have the opportunity to
apply for subventions not only at the Department of Emancipation, but also at other ones. Women’s
NGOs can contribute to the process, given they are willing to cooperate.

Points of Criticism Concerning Gender Mainstreaming Policy
For three towns (Rome, Turin, and Rotterdam) there is no reason for criticism, whereas Venice criticises the rigidity of the gender mainstreaming approach and the risk of new discrimination.
In Vienna, at the time when the interview was conducted, it was criticised that there was no superior
institution, no controlling, evaluation, and monitoring. This point of criticism could partly be removed
by the appointment of the Gender Mainstreaming Agent in autumn 2004. Nevertheless, much continues to depend on single persons, and in case they change profession, the whole process could
come to a standstill, which is the case primarily in other Departments.
Frankfurt specifies points of criticism and discussion from the gender mainstreaming incentive events:
“Gender mainstreaming requires a great effort before one can come to decisions, decision-making
lasts longer. Through gender mainstreaming decisions are not facilitated but complicated. There’s
nothing new about gender mainstreaming, all this has already been done. The models by means of
which gender mainstreaming should be clarified are a bad choice. It is scrutinised whether gender
mainstreaming leads to the stabilisation of role behaviour, when policy is decided along the – also
gender specifically different – wishes of men and women. With regards to the topic of gender budgeting it was asked whether the additional expenses in sports, which are in favour of men, make up
for the additional expenses in favour of women being the primary users of urban culture.”

9.2.7. Monitoring and Evaluation

Is There Any Documentation and/or Evaluation of the Implementation of Gender Mainstreaming?
Most of the municipalities document and evaluate the realisation. Vienna is carrying out a continuing
documentation; accompanying scientific studies have already taken place.
In the course of the project “Sister Cities Going Gender” the implementation of gender mainstreaming in
the City of Frankfurt can be scientifically monitored by the fGGZ (Common Centre of Women’s Research
of Hesse). Concerning the question whether the results of the evaluation will have some influence on the
improvement and further development of the institutional anchoring, we are told that the accompanying
research would present first results in September 2004, which will effect the further development.
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In Turin the respective Departments document their activities on gender mainstreaming.
In Rotterdam, there is a survey on the start of gender mainstreaming measures, the results shall then
be compared with this starting point. (This survey, however, has turned out to be too general.)

9.2.8. Particular Definitions
Die Definitionen der Städteverwaltungen unterscheiden sich nur geringfügig von jenen der FrauenNGOs.
FRANKFURT:

“We want that the differing life situations and interests of women and men will be considered consequently and right from the beginning in all social plans!”
ROME:

“Gender mainstreaming offers the possibility to bring about – in the course of a cultural change – the
equality of men and women in all institutions.”
ROTTERDAM:

“Gender mainstreaming shall guarantee that all measures are gender sensitive and observed as to
their effects on men and women.”
TURIN:

“Adequate respect of the identity and dignity of a person (men, women, and transsexuals) within
society.“
VENEDIG

For Venice gender mainstreaming means the valorisation and networking of knowledge.
VIENNA:

“Gender mainstreaming is a process in combination with women’s promotion and women’s consciousness in order to arrive at gender equality and gender democracy. Gender mainstreaming has to do
with the fair distribution of opportunities, and is an approach aiming at massive social changes.
Gender mainstreaming, however, is a process, not the target itself.”
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9.2.9. Summary
Whereas Scandinavian municipalities began to implement gender mainstreaming already in the
1990s, the municipalities being involved in the project “Sister Cities Going Gender” are more or less
at the beginning of the implementation process. In all six towns the implementation has started by
virtue of a law, having taken place in the period 2000 to 2002.
In all municipalities the women’s departments or the so-called committees for equal opportunities or
equal treatment are in charge of the realisation and implementation process, which they coordinate,
analyse, observe and care for. In Turin the City Councillor of Education and Equality is responsible.
Only in Rotterdam this task is taken over by the Department of Public Health.
Whereas gender mainstreaming as cross sectional matter or as overall strategy on all political levels
is considered and aimed at everywhere, however, in many towns there exist only model projects,
such as in Vienna and Rotterdam. During the project Sister Cities Going Gender Frankfurt has started
a general programme for all Magistrates. Rome disposes of a framework plan called ‘city time and
timetable plan’, which has the objective to shape the public space in a more gender just manner. In
Venice and Turin gender mainstreaming is anchored as programme of the Municipality and as continuing cross sectional matter.
The state of implementation varies only insignificantly in the single cities: all of them are at the
beginning and try to introduce gender mainstreaming in different ways. The Italian towns concentrate
primarily on women’s promotion projects, Rotterdam tries via gender budgeting, Vienna has started
model projects, and Frankfurt tries to anchor gender mainstreaming as cross sectional matter with
the aid of the project Sister Cities Going Gender. Thus, the implementation process has also changed
and improved during the project. In Vienna in autumn 2004, a gender mainstreaming appointee was
installed and commissioned to develop a general concept together with a control group and to
supervise the realisation of this concept. Frankfurt has restructured the Women’s Department in terms
of contents as well as in terms of human resources, regarding gender mainstreaming aspects. A
Gender Team, which consists of the Women’s Appointee and a male Gender Mainstreaming Officer,
tries to implement the framework plan in the whole municipality. It has to be noted in general that
Rome, Venice, Turin, and Rotterdam are at the beginning of the implementation, but that by means
of the participation in the project Sister Cities Going Gender further steps are established.
All participating municipalities say that gender mainstreaming has more advantages that disadvantages for women’s NGOs. Gender mainstreaming would have primarily positive effects for
women’s organisations, as remark the interviewees: They can bring in their specific skills and
knowledge as experts, their know-how and their offers are needed, etc. In Frankfurt the collaboration
with women’s associations is explicitly wanted, a common event on gender mainstreaming shall
improve the cooperation. Also for Turin the advantages are seen in the fact that women’s NGOs can
make themselves heard through gender mainstreaming and get financial, material and moral support.
Even if women’s NGOs are no official advisors, they can contribute considerably to gender policy. In
these arguments one can recognise the differences of perception between the municipalities and the
women’s NGOs: Because of the remarkably shrinking financial and personnel resources it becomes
harder and harder for women’s NGOs to participate in such decision-making processes. Also a
conscious integration from the side of the municipalities can not generally be observed by the
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women’s NGOs. Women’s NGOs are still not naturally accepted as partners in questions concerning
the political and social development. Here, the view of the municipalities differs considerably, as they
understand only to a small degree why NGOs don’t participate more intensively in discussion processes on gender mainstreaming.
Only Vienna mentioned the fear that women’s NGOs could be marginalised by gender mainstreaming; not from the City of Vienna but from the side of the current Federal Government, which
does not appreciate very much the work of women’s NGOs and tries to “starve them out” financially.
The question whether women are integrated to a wider degree in decision-making processes through
gender mainstreaming is at the moment difficult to answer: The participating municipalities are
occupied with gender mainstreaming only since about four years and mostly there are only first model
projects carried out, so that a general statement on the development and effect of the measures can
not be given. Gender specific data, analyses and surveys on the effects of gender mainstreaming
are often not yet available. In addition, sanctions or consequences in case of non-compliance of
gender mainstreaming objectives do not exist, too. In Venice, the pilot project tries for instance to
increase the women’s portion in the political and administrative areas, especially on the upper levels
of hierarchy. In Turin, the careers of men and women are analysed in the project “Beyond the Glass
Ceiling”, in order to find out the different dynamics and mechanisms. And also Rome takes an effort
in the framework of the project Sister Cities Going Gender to elevate the women’s rate in positions of
decision-making within the municipality through active measures. The final reports of the project will
give information on the development. In the reports of the particular cities we will have the opportunity to learn about the effects of the measures which they have implemented.
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APPENDIX

10.1 Gender Map
10.1.1 Expertinnen an den Universitäten
Regine Bendl
(Viennese university for economy)
Institut für Management und
Wirtschaftspädagogik gender and diversity in organisations
Augasse 21/Top 7
1090 Wien
Tel.: +43 1 31 336 5186
E-Mail: regine.bendl@wu-wien.ac.at
Edeltraud Hanappi-Egger
(Viennese university for economy)
Institut für Management und
Wirtschaftspädagogik gender and diversity in organisations
Augasse 21/Top 7
1090 Wien
Tel.: +43 1 31 336 5181
E-Mail: edeltraud.hanappi-egger@wu-wien.ac.at
Elisabeth Holzleithner
(Law faculty: Equality legislation)
Institut für Rechtsphilosophie und Rechtstheorie
Hessgasse 1
A-1010 Wien
Tel: +43 1 4277 35804
Fax: +43 1 4277 9358
E-Mail: Elisabeth.holzleithner@univie.ac.at

Regina Köpfl (Political Science)
Institut für Politikwissenschaft
Universität Wien
NIG/Universitätsstraße 7/2
A-1010 Wien
Tel: +43 1 4277 47711
E-Mail: regina.koepfl@univie.ac.at
Eva Kreisky (Political Science)
Institut für Politikwissenschaft
Universität Wien
NIG/Universitätsstraße 7/2
A-1010 Wien
Tel: +43 1 4277 47713
Fax: +43 1 4277 9477
E-Mail: hannelore.eva.kreisky@univie.ac.at
Sieglinde Rosenberger (Political Science)
Institut für Politikwissenschaft
Universität Wien
NIG/Universitätsstraße 7/2
A-1010 Wien
Tel: +43 1 4277 47715
Fax: +43 1 4277 9477
E-Mail: sieglinde.rosenberger@univie.ac.at
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Birgit Sauer (Political Science)
Institut für Politikwissenschaft
Universität Wien
NIG/Universitätsstraße 7/2
A-1010 Wien
Tel: +43 1 4277 47712
Fax: +43 1 4277 9477
E-Mail: birgit.sauer@univie.ac.at
Elisabeth Aufhauser (Geographie,
Regionalforschung, Regionalökonomie)
Institut für Geographie und Regionalforschung,
Universität Wien
Universitätsstr. 7
1010 Wien
Tel: 4277/48621
E-mail: elisabeth.aufhauser@univie.ac.at

Luise Gubitzer
Institut für Volkswirtschaftstheorie & -politik 3
Abteilung für Institutionelle & Heterodoxe
Ökonomie
Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien
Augasse 2-6
A - 1090 Wien
Telefon: +43 - 1 - 31336 - 4517
Fax: +43 - 1 - 31336 - 726
E-mail: luise.gubitzer@wu-wien.ac.at
Gabriele Michalitsch
Institut für Volkswirtschaftstheorie & - politik 3
Abteilung für Institutionelle & Heterodoxe
Ökonomie
Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien
Augasse 2-6
A - 1090 Wien
Telefon: +43 - 1 - 31336 - 4161
E-mail: gabriele.michalitsch@wu-wien.ac.at

10.1.2. Experts at research institutes
Ute Behning (Politcal Science)
Institut für Höhere Studien
Abteilung Politikwissenschaft
Stumpergasse 56
A-1060 Wien
Tel: +43 1 59991 139
Fax: +43 1 59991 163
E-Mail: behning@ihs.ac.at
Andrea Leitner (Sociology)
Institut für Höhere Studien
Abteilung Soziologie
Stumpergasse 56
A-1060 Wien
Tel: +43 1 59991 139
Fax: +43 1 59991 163
E-Mail: andrea.leitner@ihs.ac.at

Ingrid Mairhuber (Politcal Science)
FORBA
Forschungs- und Beratungsstelle
Arbeitswelt Wien
Aspernbrückengasse 4/5
A-1020 Wien
Tel: +43 1 212 4700
Fax: +43 1 212 4700 77
E-Mail: mairhuber@forba.at
Angela Wroblewski(Sociology)
Institut für Höhere Studien
Abteilung Soziologie
Stumpergasse 56
A-1060 Wien
Tel: +43 1 59991 133
Fax: +43 1 59991 191
E-Mail: wroblews@ihs.ac.at
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Margit Schratzenstaller (WIFO)
Arsenal, Objekt 20
1030 Wien
Tel: +43 1 798 26 01-204
E-Mail: Margit.Schratzenstaller@wifo.ac.at

10.1.3. Experts within Government Administration and
Social Partnership
Neda Bei (Social partnership:
Equality legislation)
Kammer für Arbeiter und Angestellte
Prinz Eugenstraße 20-22
A-1040 Wien
Tel: +43 1 50 16 50
E-Mail: neda.bei@akwien.or.at
Christa Schlager (AK Wien)
Prinz Eugen Strasse 20-22
1040 Wien
Tel: +43 (1) 50165-2430
Fax: +43 (1) 50165 2513
E-Mail: christa.schlager@akwien.at
Sybille Pirklbauer (AK Wien)
Prinz Eugen Strasse 20-22
1040 Wien
Tel: +43 (1) 50165- 2597
Fax: +43 (1) 50165 - 2744
E-Mail: Sybille.pirklbauer@akwien.at

Lilian Hofmeister(Government Administration: Equal Treatment in Public Service)
Arbeitsgruppe für Gleichbehandlungsfragen
im Bundesministerium für Justiz
Handelsgericht Wien
Riemergasse 7
A-1010 Wien
Tel: +43 1 51528 0
Fax: +43 1 51528 567
E-Mail: lilian.hofmeister@justiz.gv.at
Anna Sporrer (Government Administration:
Equality Legislation)
Bundeskanzleramt, Sektion V –
Verfassungsdienst
A-1014 Wien
Tel: +43 1 53115 2740
E-Mail: anna.sporrer@bka.gv.at
Agnes Streissler
(Social Partnership: Economy)
Kammer für Arbeiter und Angestellte für Wien
Prinz Eugenstraße 20-22
A-1040 Wien
Tel: +43 1 50165 2519
Fax: +43 1 50165 2513
E-Mail: agnes.streissler@akwien.at
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10.1.4. Experts at feminist post-graduate studies
Ursula Kubes-Hoffmann
(Gender and Equality Policy)
Leiterin des Rosa-Maireder-College
Türkenstraße 8/2/13
A-1090 Wien
Tel: +43 1 319 68 32 17
Fax: +43 1 319 68 32 15
E-Mail: ukh@rmc.ac.at
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10.2. Questionnaire for the women’s NGOs
Profile

1. In which field works the NGO?
2. How many persons work within the NGO? How many persons worked there at the beginning
and when most people worked there?
3. What kinds of employments exist within the NGO? (part-time, short-term/limited or unlimited
contracts…)
4. What is the percentage concerning full-time and part-time employees?
5. What kind of part-time employments exist within your NGO?
6. Which duties of care and assistance (children, old persons…) have women working in your
organisation?
7. How is the NGO financed (European Union, State, municipality)?
8. What shares of financing have EU/State/municipality within the NGO/projects of the NGO?

2. Structure
9. Is GM an issue within the NGO? If yes, how is GM brought up for discussion? How is it realised?
If not, why isn’t it brought up for discussion/realised?
10. How is the NGO getting informations about GM?
11. What kind of informations are/were they?
12. Which informations are/were helpful, which are/were unhelpful?
13. Is there an influence of GM policies towards your organisation? If yes, which? If not, why?
14. Are there effects of GM towards the employees of your organisation? If yes, which are
the effects? If not, why?
15. Are there resources for GM (temporally, personnel, financially)? If yes, which resources
are there? If not, why?
16. What are conducive conditions for the implementation of GM?
17. Are there evaluations and/or criteria for evaluations?
18. Are there benefits concerning GM for a women’s NGO? If yes, which? If not, why?
19. Is the implementation of GM useful for the target group, with which the NGO works every day?
20. Is your women’s NGO included into regional, national decision-making processes? If yes, how?
If not, why?
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3. The concept of gender mainstreaming
21. Are there reasons to criticise/ fear GM policies? If yes, mention some. If not, why?
22. Are there advantaged/ hopes towards GM? If yes, which? If not, why?
23. Is the NGO involved in the development of GM policies/ GM concepts? If yes, how? If not, why?

Profit and consequences for the NGO
24. What has been realised concerning the promotion of women and what should be done
immediately?
25. Are there effects for women’s NGOs because of GM policies? If yes, in which way:
advancements or pejorations. If not, why?
26. Which projects are presently funded (in your perception) by municipalities, state and European
Union? Are there changes because of GM? If yes, which? If not, why?
27. Are there differences noticeable: since the implementation of GM, in differentiation to declared
women’s policies, women’s promotion? If yes, which? If not, why?
28. Is there an influence on projects’ financing since the implementation of GM? If yes, which?
If not, why?
29. Do municipalities and other donors have different criteria for the realisation of GM?
If yes, which? If not, why?

Your definition
30. Please describe your personal comprehension of GM (No EU definition, but a description
in your own words).
31. Do you think it is possible, that GM and the promotion of women can be a common concept?
If yes, how? If not, why?
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10.3. Questionnaire for the municipalities
About the municipality in general

1. How many inhabitants live in the city? Can you tell something about the development of
the population in the city?
2. How does the municipalities’ organigram look like? How many departments are there within
your municipality?
3. Which department is concerned with gender-issues? Which one deals with women’s issues,
with equal treatment issues and with equal opportunities issues respectively?
4. How many persons work within the department dealing with gender mainstreaming and
women’s issues respectively? Can you tell how many persons worked in the department at the
beginning and when the department had the most employees ever?
5. What is your position within the department?
6. How is the gender ratio within your department?
7. What are the aims of equality within your department?

Establishment of gender mainstreaming within the municipality
8. How (law, order,…) and when was gender mainstreaming introduced in your municipality?
9. Where did the initiative originate?
10. Who is responsible for the coordination of and adherence to gender mainstreaming?
Do you agree with this arangement?
11. What kind of support and resources are available during the implementation (and afterwards
during the realisation) of gender mainstreaming?
12. Does a general strategy for the realisation of gender mainstreaming exist? If so, which one?
If not, are there other measures?
13. How far has the implementation developed?
14. Which obstacles turn up/have turned up during the implementation?
15. What’s missing?
16. s the initiative concerning gender mainstreaming accepted? What are the responses?
17. Are there plans of action or pilot projects in your department concerning the realisation of gender
mainstreaming?
18. What are the short-term, mid-term and long-term aims of the plans of action or pilot projects?
19. Is there unequal payment or other discriminative practices (further training, company cars,
career, short-term contracts,…) within the public service?
20. Is there a gender-representative? If yes, how was the position introduced? If not, who is
responsible?
21. What kind of qualification is asked for a gender-representative? In which domains should he/she
be qualified (be authorised to issue directives)?
22. If the office for women’s affairs or the officer for women’s issues take on the duties of the
gender-representative, what are the advantages, what are the disadvantages?
23. Are men involved in matters relating to equal opportunities?
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24. What are the advantages and disadvantages of installing gender mainstreaming as a matter of
cross section instead of equality policy?
25. What kind of changes did you notice since the implementation of gender mainstreaming?
26. How much money has been spent on women’s projects/ on the promotion of women in 1998
and in 2003?
27. How much money has been spent on gender mainstreaming-projects in 2003?
28. Can you tell the percentage of (from your point of view) traditional promotion of women and
gender mainstreaming?
29. Where does the money for gender mainstreaming come from?

Policy outwards
30. Does the municipality consider to establish a ‘gender-budget’?
31. Is there a political marketing concerning gender mainstreaming? If yes, how is it implemented?
If not, why?
32. How do you rate the ‘best-practice’-examples relating to gender mainstreaming in your city?
33. How do you rate the relevance of your city within the European Union concerning the realisation
of gender mainstreaming?

Gender mainstreaming and equality aims
34. Is there a clear definition of the aims of gender mainstreaming within your municipality?
35. Which are the internal (referring to the municipality) and external (referring to the population
and the people) aims?
36. Are the set targets already an integral part of the various policies or a special area of concern
within the municipality?
37. Is it possible to comply with the aims of gender mainstreaming and equal opportunities? If yes,
how is it possible? If not, why?

Vision
38. What do women’s representatives/women’s activists within the municipaltiy expect from gender
mainstreaming?
39. What do women’s representatives/women’s activists within the municipality fear concerning the
implementation of gender mainstreaming?
40. What should be included within a concept for gender mainstreaming?
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Gender mainstreaming and women’s NGOs
41. Do you think, women’s NGOs benefit from gender mainstreaming?
42. Are women’s NGOs involved as experts/gender consultants for gender expertise in gender
policies? If yes, how? If not, why?
43. Are there reasons to criticise the gender mainstreaming policies? If yes, mention some.
If not, why?

Monitoring and evaluation
44. Is there a documentation and/or evaluation concerning the realisation of gender mainstreaming?
If yes, how does it look like? If not, why doesn’t it exist?
45. Are the results of the evaluation implemented within the ongoing improvement and
enhancements of the institutional realisation? If yes, how? If not, why?

Your definition
46. Please describe your personal comprehension of gender mainstreaming (No EU definition, but
a description in your own words).
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